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Abstract
Let G be an inner form of a general linear group over a non-archimedean locally compact field
of residue characteristic p, let R be an algebraically closed field of characteristic different from p
and let RR(G) be the category of smooth representations of G over R. In this paper, we prove
that a block (indecomposable summand) of RR(G) is equivalent to a level-0 block (a block in
which every object has non-zero invariant vectors for the pro-p-radical of a maximal compact
open subgroup) of RR(G
′), where G′ is a direct product of groups of the same type of G.
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Introduction
Let F be a non-archimedean locally compact field of residue characteristic p and let D be a
central division algebra of finite dimension over F whose reduced degree is denoted by d. Given
m ∈ N∗, we consider the group G = GLm(D) which is an inner form of GLmd(F ). Let R be
an algebraically closed field of characteristic ℓ 6= p and let RR(G) be the category of smooth
representations of G over R, that are called ℓ-modular when ℓ is positive. In this paper, we are
interested on the Bernstein decomposition of RR(G) (see [SS16] or [Vig98] for d = 1) that is its
decomposition as a direct sum of full indecomposable subcategories, called blocks. Actually a full
understanding of blocks of RR(G) is equivalent to a full understanding of the whole category.
The main purpose of this paper is to find an equivalence of categories between any block of
RR(G) and a level-0 block of RR(G
′) where G′ is a suitable direct product of inner forms of
general linear groups over finite extensions of F . We recall that a level-0 block of RR(G
′) is a
block in which every object has non-zero invariant vectors for the pro-p-radical of a maximal
compact open subgroup of G′. This result is an important step in the attempt to describe blocks
of RR(G) because it reduces the problem to the description of level-0 blocks.
In the case of complex representations, Bernstein [Ber84] found a block decomposition of
RC(G) indexed by pairs (M,σ) where M is a Levi subgroup of G and σ is an irreducible
cuspidal representation of M , up to a certain equivalence relation called inertial equivalence. In
particular an irreducible representation π of G is in the block associated to the inertial class
of (M,σ) if its cuspidal support is in this class. In [BK98], Bushnell and Kutzko introduce a
method to descibe the blocks of RC(G): the theory of type. This method consists in associating
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at every block of RC(G) a pair (J, λ), called type, where J is a compact open subgroup of G
and λ is an irreducible representation of J , such that the simple objects of the block are the
irreducible subquotients of the compactly induced representation indGJ (λ). In this case the block
is equivalent to the category of modules over the C-algebra HC(G,λ) of G-endomorphisms of
indGJ (λ). In [SS11] (see [BK99] for d = 1) Sécherre and Stevens describe explicitly this algebra
as a tensor product of algebras of type A.
In the case of ℓ-modular representations, in [SS16] Sécherre and Stevens (see [Vig98] for
d = 1) found a block decomposition of RR(G) indexed by inertial classes of pairs (M,σ) where
M is a Levi subgroup of G and σ is an irreducible supercuspidal representation of M . In
particular an irreducible representation π of G is in the block associated to the inertial class
of (M,σ) if its supercuspidal support is in this class. We recall that the notions of cuspidal
and supercuspidal representation are not equivalent as in complex case; however, in [MS14a]
Minguez and Sécherre prove the uniqueness of supercuspidal support, up to conjugation, for
every irreducible representation of G. We remark that to obtain the block decomposition of
RR(G), Sécherre and Stevens do not use the same method as Bernstein, but they rely, like us
in this paper, on the theory of semisimple types developed in [SS11] (see [BK99] for d = 1).
Actually, they associate at every block of RR(G) a pair (J,λ), called semisimple supertype.
Unfortunately the construction of the equivalence, as in complex case, between the block and
the category of modules over HR(G,λ) does not hold and one of the problems that occurs is
that the pro-order of J can be divisible by ℓ. Some partial results on descriptions of algebras
which are Morita equivalent to blocks of RR(GLn(F )) are given by Dat [Dat12], Helm [Hel16]
and Guiraud [Gui13].
The idea of this paper is the following. We fix a block R(J,λ) of RR(G) associated to the
semisimple supertype (J,λ) and, as in [SS16], we can associate to it a compact open subgroup
Jmax of G, its pro-p-radical J
1
max and an irreducible representation ηmax of J
1
max. We remark
that we can extend, not in a unique way, ηmax to an irreducible representation of Jmax. Thus,
we denote R(G,ηmax) the direct sum of blocks of RR(G) associated to (J
1
max,ηmax) and we
consider the functor
Mηmax = HomG(ind
G
J1max
ηmax,−) : R(G,ηmax) −→ Mod−HR(G,ηmax)
where HR(G,ηmax) ∼= EndG
(
indG
J1max
(ηmax)
)
. Using the fact that ηmax is a projective rep-
resentation, since J1max is a pro-p-group, we prove that Mηmax is an equivalence of categories
(theorem 5.10). This result generalizes corollary 3.3 of [Chi17] where ηmax is a trivial character.
We can also associate to (J,λ) a Levi subgroup L of G and a group B×L , which is a direct
product of inner forms of general linear groups over finite extensions of F and which we have
denoted G′ above. If KL is a maximal compact open subgroup of B
×
L and K
1
L is its pro-p-radical
then KL/K
1
L
∼= Jmax/J
1
max = G is a direct product of finite general linear groups. Actually, in
[Chi17] is proved that the K1L-inviariant functor invK1L
is an equivalence of categories between
the level-0 subcategory R(B×L ,K
1
L) of RR(B
×
L ), which is the direct sum of its level-0 blocks, and
the category of modules over the algebra HR(B
×
L ,K
1
L)
∼= EndB×
L
(
ind
B×
L
K1
L
1K1
L
)
. Now, thanks to
the explicit presentation by generators and relations of HR(B
×
L ,K
1
L), presented in [Chi17], in
this paper we construct a homomorphism Θγ,κmax : HR(B
×
L ,K
1
L) −→ HR(G,ηmax), depending
on the choice of the extension κmax of ηmax to Jmax and on the choice of an intertwining ele-
ment γ of ηmax, finding elements in HR(G,ηmax) satisfying all relations defining HR(B
×
L ,K
1
L).
Moreover, using some properties of ηmax, we prove that this homomorphism is actually an iso-
morphism. We remark that finding this isomorphism is one of the most difficult results obtained
in this article and the proof in the case L = G takes about half of the paper (section 3). This
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also complete the results contained in the Phd thesis [Chi15] of the author because in it the
construction of this isomorphism depends on a conjecture (see section 3.4 of [Chi15]). In this
way we obtain an equivalence of categories Fγ,κmax : R(G,ηmax) −→ R(B
×
L ,K
1
L) such that the
following diagram commutes
R(G,ηmax)
Fγ,κmax //
Mηmax
≃

R(B×L ,K
1
L)
inv
K1
L≃

Mod−HR(G,ηmax)
Θ∗γ,κmax // Mod−HR(B
×
L ,K
1
L).
Then we obtain
Fγ,κmax(π, V ) =Mηmax(π, V )⊗HR(B×L ,K1L)
ind
B×
L
K1
L
(1K1
L
)
for every (π, V ) in R(G,ηmax), where the action of HR(B
×
L ,K
1
L) on Mηmax(π, V ) depends on
Θγ,κmax . Hence, Fγ,κmax induces an equivalence of categories between the block R(J,λ) and a
level-0 block of RR(B
×
L ). To understand this correspondence we need to use the functor
Kκmax : R(G,ηmax) −→ RR(Jmax/J
1
max) = RR(G )
where Jmax acts on Kκmax(π) = HomJ1max(ηmax, π) by x.ϕ = π(x) ◦ ϕ ◦ κmax(x)
−1 for every
representation π of G, ϕ ∈ HomJ1max(ηmax, π) and x ∈ Jmax. This functor is strongly used in
[SS16] to define R(J,λ) and to prove the Bernstein decomposition of RR(G). We also consider
the functor KKL : R(B
×
L ,K
1
L) → RR(KL/K
1
L) = RR(G ) given by KKL(Z) = Z
K1L for every
representation (̺, Z) of B×L where x ∈ KL acts on z ∈ Z
K1
L by x.z = ̺(x)z. Then the functors
KKL◦Fγ,κmax and Kκmax are naturally isomorphic (proposition 5.14) and so R(J,λ) is equivalent
to the level-0 block B of RR(B
×
L ) such that Kκmax(R(J,λ)) = KKL(B). More precisely, if J
1
is the pro-p-radical of J, then J/J1 = M is a Levi subgroup of G and the choice of κmax
defines a decomposition λ = κ ⊗ σ where κ is an irreducible representation of J and σ is a
cuspidal representation of M viewed as an irreducible representation of J trivial on J1. If we
can consider the pair (M ,σ) up to the equivalence relation given in definition 1.14 of [SS16],
then a representation (̺, Z) of B×L is in B if it is generated by the maximal subspace of Z
K1
L
such that every irreducible subquotient has supercuspidal support in the class of (M ,σ).
One question we do not address in this paper is the structure of level-0 blocks of RR(B
×
L )
when the characteristic of R is positive. Thanks to results of [Chi17] we know that there
is a correspondence between these blocks and the set E of primitive central idempotents of
HR(B
×
L ,K
1
L), which are descibed in sections 2.5 and 2.6 of [Chi15]. Hence, one possibility
for understanding level-0 blocks of RR(B
×
L ) is to describe the algebras eHR(B
×
L ,K
1
L) with
e ∈ E . On the other hand, we recall that in [Dat16] Dat proves that every level-0 block of
RR(GLn(F )) is equivalent to the unipotent block of RR(G
′′) where G′′ is a suitable product
of general linear groups over non-archimedean locally compact fields. Hence, putting together
the result of Dat and results of this article, we obtain a method to reduce the description of
any block of RR(GLn(F )) to that of an unipotent block. Unfortunately the description of the
unipotent block of RR(GLn(F )), or of RR(G), is nowadays an hard question and it has no
answer yet.
We now give a brief summary of the contents of each section of this paper. In section 1 we
present general results on the convolution Hecke algebras HR(G, σ) where G is generic locally
profinite group and σ a representation of an open subgroup H of G. We see that if σ is finitely
generated then HR(G, σ) is isomorphic to the endomorphism algebra of ind
G
H
σ. We also define
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two subcategories of RR(G) and we prove that, when they coincide, they are equivalent to the
category of modules over HR(G, σ). In section 2 we introduce the theory of maximal simple
types; in particular we consider the Heisenberg representation η associated to a simple character
(see paragraph 2.1) and we define the groups B× = B×G and K
1 = K1G. In section 3 we prove
that the algebras HR(G, η) and HR(B
×,K1) are isomorphic. In section 4 we introduce the
theory of semisimple types, we define the representation ηmax and the group B
×
L and we prove
that the algebras HR(B
×
L ,K
1
L) and HR(G,ηmax) are isomorphic. Finally, in section 5 we prove
thatMηmax and Fγ,κmax are equivalences of categories, we describe the correspondence between
blocks of R(G,ηmax) and of R(B
×
L ,K
1
L) and we investigate on the dependence of these results
on the choice of the extension of ηmax to Jmax.
1. Preliminaries
This section is written in much more generality than the remainder of this paper. We present
general results for a generic locally profinite group.
Let G be a locally profinite group (i.e. a locally compact and totally disconnected topological
group) and let R be a unitary commutative ring. We recall that a representation (π, V ) of G
over R is smooth if for every v ∈ V the stabilizer {g ∈ G |π(g)v = v} is an open subgroup of G.
We denote RR(G) the (abelian) category of smooth representations of G over R. From now on
all representations are considered smooth.
1.1. Hecke algebras for a locally profinite group
In this paragraph we introduce an algebra associated to a representation σ of a subgroup of
G and we prove that it is isomorphic to the endomorphism algebra of the compact induction of
σ. This definition generalizes those in section 1 of [Chi17] that corresponds to the case in which
σ is trivial.
Let H be an open subgroup of G such that every H-double coset is a finite union of left H-cosets
(or equivalently H ∩ gHg−1 is of finite index in H for every g ∈ G) and let (σ, Vσ) be a smooth
representation of H over R.
Definition 1.1. Let HR(G, σ) be the R-algebra of functions Φ : G → EndR(Vσ) such that
Φ(hgh′) = σ(h)◦Φ(g)◦σ(h′) for every h, h′ ∈ H and g ∈ G and whose supports are a finite union
of H-double cosets, endowed with convolution product
(Φ1 ∗ Φ2)(g) =
∑
x
Φ1(x)Φ2(x
−1g) (1.1)
where x describes a system of representatives of G/H in G. This algebra is unitary and the identity
element is σ seen as a function on G with support equal to H. To simplify the notation, from
now on we denote Φ1Φ1 = Φ1 ∗ Φ2 for all Φ1,Φ2 ∈ HR(G, σ).
We observe that the sum in (1.1) is finite since the support of Φ1 is a finite union of H-double
cosets and by hypothesis, every H-double coset is a finite union of left H-cosets. Moreover, (1.1)
is well-defined because for every h ∈ H and x, g ∈ G we have Φ1(xh)Φ2((xh)
−1g) = Φ1(x)◦σ(h)◦
σ(h−1) ◦Φ2(x
−1g) = Φ1(x) ◦ Φ2(x
−1g).
For every g ∈ G we denote by HR(G, σ)HgH the submodule of HR(G, σ) of functions with
support in HgH. If g1, g2 ∈ G, Φ1 ∈ HR(G, σ)Hg1H and Φ2 ∈ HR(G, σ)Hg2H then the support of
Φ1Φ2 is in Hg1Hg2H and the support of x 7→ Φ1(x)Φ2(x
−1g) is in Hg1H ∩ gHg
−1
2 H.
Remark 1.2. If g1 or g2 normalizes H then the support of Φ1Φ2 is in Hg1g2H and the support of
x 7→ Φ1(x)Φ2(x
−1g1g2) is in g1H. Hence, we obtain (Φ1Φ2)(g1g2) = Φ1(g1) ◦ Φ2(g2).
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For every g ∈ G we denote Hg = g−1Hg and (σg, Vσ) the representation of H
g given by
σg(x) = σ(gxg−1) for every x ∈ Hg. We denote Ig(σ) the R-module HomH∩Hg (σ, σ
g) and IG(σ)
the set, called intertwining of σ in G, of g ∈ G such that Ig(σ) 6= 0. For every g ∈ IG(σ) the
map Φ 7→ Φ(g) is an isomorphism of R-modules between HR(G, σ)HgH and Ig(σ) and so g ∈ G
intertwines σ if and only if there exists an element Φ ∈ HR(G, σ) such that Φ(g) 6= 0.
Let indG
H
(σ) be the compact induced representation of σ to G. It is the R-module of functions
f : G → Vσ, compactly supported modulo H, such that f(hg) = σ(h)f(g) for every h ∈ H and
g ∈ G endowed with the action of G defined by x.f : g 7→ f(gx) for every x, g ∈ G and f ∈ indG
H
(σ).
We remark that, since H is open, by I.5.2(b) of [Vig96] it is a smooth representation of G. For
every v ∈ Vσ let iv ∈ ind
G
H
(σ) with support in H defined by iv(h) = σ(h)v for every h ∈ H. Then
for every x ∈ G the function x−1.iv has support Hx and takes the value v on x. Hence, for every
f ∈ indG
H
(σ) we have
f =
∑
x∈H\G
x−1.if(x) (1.2)
and so the image iVσ of v 7→ iv generates ind
G
H
(σ) as representation of G.
Frobenius reciprocity (I.5.7 of [Vig96]) states that the map HomH(σ, V )→ HomG(ind
G
H
(σ), V )
given by φ 7→ ψ where φ(v) = ψ(iv) for every v ∈ Vσ is an isomorphism of R-modules.
Lemma 1.3. If Vσ is a finitely generated R-module, the map ξ : HR(G, σ) → EndG(indGH(σ))
given by
ξ(Φ)(f)(g) = (Φ ∗ f)(g) =
∑
x∈G/H
Φ(x)f(x−1g)
for every Φ ∈ HR(G, σ), f ∈ ind
G
H
(σ) and g ∈ G is an R-algebra isomorphism whose inverse is
given by ξ−1(ϑ)(g)(v) = ϑ(iv)(g) for every ϑ ∈ EndG
(
indG
H
(σ)
)
, g ∈ G and v ∈ Vσ.
Proof. See I.8.5-6 of [Vig96].
1.2. The categories Rσ(G) and R(G, σ)
In this paragraph we associate to an irreducible projective representation of a compact open
subgroup of G two subcategories of RR(G).
Let K be a compact open subgroup of G and (σ, Vσ) be an irreducible projective represen-
tation of K such that Vσ is a finitely generated R-module. Then ρ = ind
G
K
(σ) is a projective
representation of G by I.5.9(d) of [Vig96] and so the functor
Mσ = HomG(ρ,−) : RR(G)→ Mod−HR(G, σ)
is exact. We remark that for every representation (π, V ) of G the right action of Φ ∈ HR(G, σ) on
ϕ ∈ HomG(ρ, V ) is given by ϕ.Φ = ϕ ◦ ξ(Φ) where ξ is the isomorphism of lemma 1.3. Moreover
if V1 and V2 are representations of G and ǫ ∈ HomG(V1, V2) then Mσ(φ) maps ϕ to φ ◦ ϕ for
every ϕ ∈ HomG(ρ, V1).
Definition 1.4. Let Rσ(G) be the full subcategory of RR(G) whose objects are representations
V such that Mσ(V
′) 6= 0 for every irreducible subquotient V ′ of V .
For every representation V of G we denote V σ =
∑
φ∈HomK(σ,V )
φ(σ) which is a subrepresen-
tation of the restriction of V to K. We denote by V [σ] the representation of G generated by V σ.
If σ is the trivial character of K then V σ = V K = {v ∈ V |π(k)v = v pour tout k ∈ K} is the set
of K-invariant vectors of V .
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Proposition 1.5. For every representation V of G we have V [σ] =
∑
ψ∈Mσ(V )
ψ(ρ) and so
Mσ(V ) =Mσ(V [σ]). Moreover, if W is a subrepresentation of V then Mσ(W ) =Mσ(V ) if and
only if W [σ] = V [σ].
Proof. By Frobenius reciprocity we have HomK(σ, V ) ∼=Mσ(V ) and so using (1.2) we obtain
V [σ] =
∑
g∈G
π(g)
∑
ψ∈Mσ (V )
ψ(iVσ ) =
∑
ψ∈Mσ(V )
ψ
(∑
g∈G
g.iVσ
)
=
∑
ψ∈Mσ(V )
ψ(ρ)
that implies Mσ(V ) =Mσ(V [σ]). Furthermore, if W [σ] = V [σ] then Mσ(W ) =Mσ(V ) and if
Mσ(W ) =Mσ(V ) then W [σ] =
∑
ψ∈Mσ(W )
ψ(ρ) =
∑
ψ∈Mσ(V )
ψ(ρ) = V [σ].
Definition 1.6. Let R(G, σ) be the full subcategory of RR(G) whose objects are representations
V such that V = V [σ]. If σ is the trivial character of K we denote R(G, K) the subcategory of
representations V generated by V K.
Proposition 1.7. Let V be a representation of G. The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) for every irreducible subquotient U of V we have Mσ(U) 6= 0;
(ii) for every non-zero subquotient W of V we have Mσ(W ) 6= 0;
(iii) for every subquotient Z of V we have Z = Z[σ];
(iv) for every subrepresentation Z of V we have Z = Z[σ].
Proof. (i)⇒ (ii): letW be a non-zero subquotient of V andW1 ⊂W2 two subrepresentations of
W such that U =W2/W1 is irreducible. By (i) we haveMσ(U) 6= 0 which impliesMσ(W2) 6= 0
and so Mσ(W ) 6= 0. (ii) ⇒ (iii): let Z be a subquotient of V . By proposition 1.5 we have
Mσ(Z) = Mσ(Z[σ]) and so Mσ(Z/Z[σ]) = 0. Hence, by (ii) we obtain Z = Z[σ]. (iv) ⇒ (i):
let U be an irreducible subquotient of V and Z1 ( Z2 be two subrepresentations of V such
that U = Z2/Z1. By (iv) we have Z1[σ] = Z1 6= Z2 = Z2[σ] and by proposition 1.5 we have
Mσ(Z1) 6=Mσ(Z2). Hence, we obtain Mσ(U) 6= 0.
Remark 1.8. Proposition 1.7 implies that Rσ(G) is contained in R(G, σ).
1.3. Equivalence of categories
In this paragraph we suppose that there exists a compact open subgroup K0 of G whose
pro-order is invertible in R× and we consider the Haar measure dg of G with values in R such
that
∫
K0
dg = 1 (see I.2 of [Vig96]). We prove that if the two categories introduced in paragraph
1.2 are equal then they are equivalent to the category of modules over the algebra introduced in
paragraph 1.1.
The global Hecke algebra HR(G) of G is the R-algebra of locally constant and compactly
supported functions f : G → R endowed with convolution product given by (f1 ∗ f2)(x) =∫
G
f1(g)f2(g
−1x)dg for every f1, f2 ∈ HR(G) and x ∈ G (see ... of [Vig96]). In general HR(G)
is not unitary but it has enough idempotents by I.3.2 of [Vig96]. The categories RR(G) and
HR(G) −Mod are equivalent by I.4.4 of [Vig96] and we have ind
G
H
(τ) = HR(G) ⊗HR(H) Vτ for
every representation (τ, Vτ ) of an open subgroup H of G by I.5.2 of [Vig96].
Let K be a compact open subgroup of G, let (σ, Vσ) be an irreducible projective representation
of K as in paragraph 1.2 and let ρ = indG
K
(σ). Since Vσ is a simple projective module over the
unitary algebra HR(K), it is isomorphic to a direct summand of HR(K) itself because any non-
zero map HR(K) → Vσ is surjective and splits. Then it is isomorphic to a minimal ideal of
HR(K) and so there exists an idempotent e of HR(K) such that Vσ = HR(K)e. Hence, we obtain
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ρ = HR(G)e because the map
∑
i(fi ⊗ hie) 7→
(∑
i fihi
)
e is an isomorphism of HR(G)-modules
between HR(G)⊗HR(K) HR(K)e and HR(G)e whose inverse is fe 7→ fe⊗ e.
The algebra HR(G, σ) is isomorphic to EndG(ρ) ∼= EndHR(G)(HR(G)e) by lemma 1.3 and
the map eHR(G)e→
(
EndHR(G)(HR(G)e)
)op
which maps efe ∈ eHR(G)e to the endomorphism
f ′e 7→ f ′efe of HR(G)e is an algebra isomorphism whose inverse is ϕ 7→ ϕ(e). Then we have
HR(G, σ)
op ∼= eHR(G)e and so the categories eHR(G)e−Mod andMod−HR(G, σ) are equivalent.
Theorem 1.9. If Rσ(G) = R(G, σ) then V 7→ Mσ(V ) is an equivalence of categories between
R(G, σ) and Mod−HR(G, σ) whose quasi-inverse is W 7→W ⊗HR(G,σ) ρ.
Proof. We take A = HR(G) and HR(G)e = ρ in I.6.6 of [Vig96]. Since HR(G, σ)op ∼= eHR(G)e,
left actions of eHR(G)e become right actions of HR(G, σ). The functor V 7→ eV of [Vig96] from
HR(G)−Mod to eHR(G)e −Mod becomes the functor V 7→ HomHR(G)(HR(G)e, V ) and so the
functor Mσ. Hypothesis of theorem "équivalence de catégories" in I.6.6 of [Vig96] are satisfied
by the condition Rσ(G) = R(G, σ) and so we obtain the result.
2. Maximal simple types
In this section we introduce the theory of simple types of an inner form of a general linear
group over a non-archimedean locally compact field in the case of modular representations. We
refer to sections 2.1-5 of [MS14b] for more details.
Let p be a prime number. Let F be a non-archimedean locally compact field of residue
characteristic p and let D be a central division algebra of finite dimension over F whose reduced
degree is denoted by d. Given a positive integer m, we consider the ring A = Mm(D) and the
group G = GLm(D) which is an inner form of GLmd(F ). Let R be an algebraically closed field
of characteristic different from p.
Let Λ be an OD-lattice sequence of V = D
m. It defines a hereditary OF -order A = A(Λ) of
A whose radical is denoted by P, a compact open subgroup U(Λ) = U0(Λ) = A(Λ)
× of G and
a filtration Uk(Λ) = 1 +P
k with k ≥ 1 of U(Λ) (see section 1 of [Séc04]). Let [Λ, n, 0, β] be a
simple stratum of A (see for instance section 1.6 of [SS08]). Then β ∈ A and the F -subalgebra
F [β] of A generated by β is a field denoted by E. The centralizer B of E in A is a simple central
E-algebra and B = A ∩B is a hereditary OE-order of B whose radical is Q = P ∩B.
As in paragraphs 1.2 and 1.3 of [Séc05b] we can choose a simple right E ⊗F D-module N
such that the functor V 7→ HomE⊗FD(N,V ) defines a Morita equivalence between the category
of modules over E ⊗F D and the category of vector spaces over D
′ = EndE⊗FD(N)
op which is
a central division algebra over E. We denote A(E) = EndD(N) which is a central simple F -
algebra. If d′ is the reduced degree ofD′ over E andm′ is the dimension of V ′ = HomE⊗FD(N,V )
over D′, then we have m′d′ = md/[E : F ]. Fixing a basis of V ′ over D′ we obtain, via the Morita
equivalence above, an isomorphism Nm
′ ∼= V of E⊗F D-modules. If for every i ∈ {1, . . . ,m
′} we
denote by V i the image of the i-th copy of N by this isomorphism, we obtain a decomposition
V = V 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ V m
′
into simple E ⊗F D-submodules. By section 1.5 of [Séc05b] we can choose
a basis B of V ′ over D′ so that Λ decomposes into the direct sum of the Λi = Λ ∩ V i for
i ∈ {1, . . . ,m′}. For every i ∈ {1, . . . ,m′}, let ei : V → V
i be the projection on V i with
kernel
⊕
j 6=i V
j . In accordance with paragraph 2.3.1 of [Séc04] (see also [BH96]) the family of
idempotents e = (e1, . . . , em′) is a decomposition conforms to Λ over E.
By paragraphs 1.4.8 and 1.5.2 of [Séc05b] there exists a unique hereditary order A(E) nor-
malized by E× in A(E) whose radical is denoted by P(E). For every i ∈ {1, . . . ,m′} we have an
isomorphism EndD(V
i) ∼= A(E) of F -algebras which induces an isomorphism of OF -algebras be-
tween the hereditary orders A(Λi) and A(E). Moreover, to the choice of the basis B corresponds
the isomorphisms Mm′(D
′) ∼= B of E-algebras and Mm′(A(E)) ∼= A of F -algebras.
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Remark 2.1. If U(Λ) ∩ B× is a maximal compact open subgroup of B×, these isomorphisms
induce an isomorphism B ∼= Mm′(OD′) of OE-algebras and, by lemma 1.6 of [Séc05a], two
isomorphisms A ∼=Mm′(A(E)) and P ∼=Mm′(P(E)) of OF -algebras.
We can associate to [Λ, n, 0, β] two compact open subgroups J = J(β,Λ), H = H(β,Λ) of
U(Λ) (see 2.4 of [SS08]). For every integer k ≥ 1 we denote Jk = Jk(β,Λ) = J(β,Λ) ∩ Uk(Λ)
and Hk = Hk(β,Λ) = H(β,Λ) ∩ Uk(Λ) which are pro-p-groups. In particular J
1 and H1 are
normal pro-p-subgroups of J and the quotient J1/H1 is a finite abelian p-group.
Remark 2.2. We have J = (U(Λ) ∩ B×)J1 and this induce a canonical group isomorphism
J/J1 ∼= (U(Λ) ∩ B×)/(U1(Λ) ∩ B
×) (see paragraph 2.3 of [MS14b]). It allows us to associate
canonically and bijectively a representation of J trivial on J1 to a representation of U(Λ) ∩B×
trivial on U1(Λ) ∩B
×.
2.1. Simple characters, Heisenberg representation and β-extensions
Let [Λ, n, 0, β] be a simple stratum of A. We denote by CR(Λ, 0, β) the set of simple R-
characters (see paragraph 2.2 of [MS14b] and [Séc04]) that is a finite set of R-characters of H1
which depends on the choice of an additive R-character of F . If m˜ ∈ N∗ and [Λ˜, n˜, 0, β˜] is a
simple stratum of Mm˜(D) such that there exists an isomorphism of F -algebras ν : F [β]→ F [β˜]
with ν(β) = β˜, then there exists a bijection CR(Λ, 0, β) → CR(Λ˜, 0, β˜) canonically associated to
ν, called transfer map. There also exists an equivalence relation, called endo-equivalence, among
simple characters in CR(Λ, 0, β) (see [BSS12]) whose equivalence classes are called endo-classes.
Let θ ∈ CR(Λ, 0, β). By proposition 2.1 of [MS14b] there exists a finite dimensional irre-
ducible representation η of J1, unique up to isomorphism, whose restriction to H1 contains θ. It
is called Heisenberg representation associated to θ. The intertwining of η is IG(η) = J1B×J1 =
JB×J and for every y ∈ B× the R-vector space Iy(η) = HomJ1∩(J1)y(η, η
y) has dimension 1.
A β-extension of η (or of θ) is an irreducible representation κ of J extending η such that
IG(κ) = JB
×J . By proposition 2.4 of [MS14b], every simple character θ ∈ CR(Λ, 0, β) admits a
β-extension and by formula (2.2) of [MS14b] the set of β-extensions of θ is equal to
B(θ) = {κ⊗ (χ ◦NB/E) |χ character of O
×
E trivial on 1 + ℘E}
where NB/E is the reduced norm of B over E and χ ◦NB/E is seen as a character of J trivial on
J1 thanks to remark 2.2. We observe that for every κ ∈ B(θ) and every y ∈ B×, the R-vector
space Iy(κ) has dimension 1 because it is non-zero and it is contained in Iy(η).
2.2. Maximal simple types
Let [Λ, n, 0, β] be a simple stratum of A such that U(Λ) ∩ B× is a maximal compact open
subgroup of B×. By remarks 2.1 and 2.2, there exists a group isomorphism J/J1 ∼= GLm′(kD′),
which depends on the choice of B.
A maximal simple type of G associated to [Λ, n, 0, β] is a pair (J, λ) where λ is an irreducible
representation of J of the form λ = κ⊗σ where κ ∈ B(θ) with θ ∈ CR(Λ, 0, β) and σ is a cuspidal
representation of GLm′(kD′) identified to an irreducible representation of J trivial on J
1. If σ is
a supercuspidal representation of GLm′(kD′) then (J, λ) is called maximal simple supertype.
Remark 2.3. The choice of a β-extension κ ∈ B(θ) determines the decomposition λ = κ ⊗ σ.
If we choose another β-extension κ′ = κ ⊗ (χ ◦ NB/E) ∈ B(θ) we obtain the decomposition
λ = κ′ ⊗ σ′ where σ′ = σ ⊗ (χ−1 ◦NB/E).
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2.3. Covers
LetM be a Levi subgroup of G, P be a parabolic subgroup of G with Levi componentM and
unipotent radical U and let U− be the unipotent subgroup opposed to U . We say that a compact
open subgroup K of G is decomposed with respect to (M,P) if K = (K ∩ U−)(K ∩M)(K ∩ U)
and every element k ∈ K decomposes uniquely as k = k1k2k3 with k1 ∈ K ∩ U
−, k2 ∈ K ∩M
and k3 ∈ K ∩ U . Furthermore, if π is a representation of K we say that the pair (K,π) is
decomposed with respect to (M,P) if K is decomposed with respect to (M,P) and if K ∩U and
K ∩ U− are in the kernel of π.
Let M be a Levi subgroup of G. Let K and KM be two compact open subgroups of G and
M respectively and let ̺ and ̺M be two irreducible representations of K and KM respectively.
We say that the pair (K, ̺) is decomposed above (KM, ̺M) if (K, ̺) is decomposed with respect
to (M,P) for every parabolic subgroup P with Levi component M, if K ∩M = KM and if the
restriction of ̺ to KM is equal to ̺M. A pair (K, ̺) is a cover of (KM , ̺M ) if it is decomposed
above (KM , ̺M ) and it satisfies condition (0.3) of [Blo05]. For more details see [Blo05, Vig98].
3. The isomorphisms HR(G, η) ∼= HR(B
×, U1(Λ) ∩B
×)
Using notations of section 2, let [Λ, n, 0, β] be a simple stratum of A such that U(Λ) ∩ B×
is a maximal compact open subgroup of B×. Let θ ∈ CR(Λ, 0, β) and let η be the Heisenberg
representation associated to θ. In this section we want to prove that the algebras HR(G, η) and
HR(B
×, U1(Λ) ∩B
×) are isomorphic (theorem 3.46).
Thanks to section 2, from now on we identify A with Mm′(A(E)), G with GLm′(A(E)),
U(Λ) with GLm′(A(E)), U1(Λ) with Im′ +Mm′(P(E)), B
× with GLm′(D
′), KB = U(Λ) ∩B
×
with GLm′(OD′) and K
1
B = U1(Λ)∩B
× with Im′+Mm′(℘D′). By section 2.4 of [Chi17] we know
a presentation by generators and relations of the algebra HR(B
×,K1B)
∼= HZ(B
×,K1B) ⊗Z R.
Using this presentation we want to find an isomorphism between HR(B
×,K1B) and HR(G, η).
3.1. Root system of GLm′
In this paragraph we recall some notations and results on the root system of GLm′ contained
in section 2.1 of [Chi17].
We denote by Φ = {αij | 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ m
′} the set of roots of GLm′ relative to torus of
diagonal matrices. Let Φ+ = {αij | 1 ≤ i < j ≤ m
′}, Φ− = −Φ+ = {αij | 1 ≤ j < i ≤ m
′} and
Σ = {αi,i+1 | 1 ≤ i ≤ m
′ − 1} be, respectively, the sets of positive, negative and simple roots
relative to Borel subgroup of upper triangular matrices. For every α = αi,i+1 ∈ Σ we write sα
or si for the transposition (i, i+1). Let W be the group generated by the si which is the group
of permutations of m′ elements and so the Weyl group of GLm′ . Let ℓ : W → N be the length
function of W relative to s1, . . . , sm′−1. The group W acts on Φ by wαij = αw(i)w(j) and for
every w ∈W and α ∈ Σ we have (see (2.2) of [Chi17])
ℓ(wsα) =
{
ℓ(w) + 1 if wα ∈ Φ+
ℓ(w) − 1 if wα ∈ Φ−.
(3.1)
Remark 3.1. By proposition 2.2 of [Chi17] we have ℓ(w) = |Φ+ ∩wΦ−| = |Φ− ∩ wΦ+|.
For every P ⊂ Σ we denote by Φ+P the set of positive roots generated by P , Φ
−
P = −Φ
+
P ,
Ψ+P = Φ
+ \Φ+P and Ψ
−
P = −Ψ
+
P . We denote by WP the subgroup of W generated by the sα
with α ∈ P and by P̂ the complement of P in Σ. We abbreviate α̂ = {̂α}.
Example. If α = αi,i+1 then α̂ = {αj,j+1 ∈ Σ | j 6= i}, Ψ
+
α̂ = {αhk ∈ Φ
+ | 1 ≤ h ≤ i < k ≤ m}
and Φ+α̂ = {αhk ∈ Φ
+ | 1 ≤ h < k ≤ i or i+ 1 ≤ h < k ≤ m}.
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Proposition 3.2. Let P ⊂ Σ and w be an element of minimal length in wWP ∈W/WP . Then
wα ∈ Φ+ for every α ∈ Φ+P and for every w
′ ∈WP we have ℓ(ww′) = ℓ(w) + ℓ(w′).
Proof. Proposition 2.4 and lemma 2.5 of [Chi17].
Proposition 3.2 implies that in each class of W/WP with P ⊂ Σ, there exists a unique element
of minimal length and the same holds in each class of WP \W .
If ̟ is an uniformizer of OD′ we identify τi =
(
Ii 0
0 ̟Im′−i
)
with i ∈ {0, . . . ,m′}, defined in
section 2.2 of [Chi17], to elements of B× and then of G. For every α = αi,i+1 ∈ Σ we write
τα = τi. Let ∆ (resp. ∆̂) be the commutative monoid (resp. group) generated by τα with
α ∈ Σ. Then we can write every element τ of ∆ uniquely as τ =
∏
α∈Σ τ
iα
α with iα in N and
uniquely as τ = diag(1,̟a1 , . . . ,̟am−1) with 0 ≤ a1 ≤ · · · ≤ am−1. In this case we denote
P (τ) = {α ∈ Σ | iα = 0} and if P ⊂ {0, . . . ,m} or if P ⊂ Σ we write τP in place of
∏
x∈P τx.
We remark that if P ⊂ Σ then P (τP ) = P̂ .
3.2. The representation ηP
Let M = A(E)× × · · · ×A(E)× (m′ copies) which is a Levi subgroup of G and let P be the
parabolic subgroup of G of upper triangular matrices with Levi component M and unipotent
radical U . Let P− be the opposite parabolic subgroup to P and U− its unipotent radical.
We denote U = KB ∩U , M = KB ∩M and IB = K
1
BMU . Then U is the group of unipotent
upper triangular matrices with coefficients in OD′ , M is the group of diagonal matrices with
coefficients in O×D′ and IB is the standard Iwahori subgroup of KB .
We denote by W˜ the group W ⋉ ∆̂ of monomial matrices with coefficients in ̟Z which is
called extended affine Weyl group of B×. We recall that B× = IBW˜ IB and actually it is the
disjoint union of IBw˜IB with w˜ ∈ W˜ .
Remark 3.3. By proposition 2.16 of [Séc05a], which works for every decomposition e conforms
to Λ over E and not necessarily subordinate to B, the groups J1 and H1 are decomposed with
respect to (M,P). Moreover, ifM′ =
∏r
i=1GLm′i(A(E)) with
∑r
i=1m
′
i = m
′ is a standard Levi
subgroup of G containing M and P ′ is the upper standard parabolic subgroup of G with Levi
component M′, then J1 and H1 are decomposed with respect to (M′,P ′).
Let J1 = J1(β,Λ) and H1 = H1(β,Λ) be the OF -lattices of A such that J
1 = 1 + J1 and
H1 = 1+H1 (see section 3.3 of [Séc04] or chapter 3 of [BK93]). Then they are (B,B)-bimodules
and we have ̟J1 ⊂ H1 ⊂ J1 ⊂Mm′(P(E)).
Since V i ∼= N for every i ∈ {1, . . . ,m′}, we can identify every Λi to a lattice sequence Λ0
of N with the same period of Λ, every eiβ to an element β0 ∈ A(E) and A(Λ0) to A(E). By
proposition 2.28 of [Séc04] the stratum [Λ0, n, 0, β0] of A(E) is simple and critical exponents
k0(β,Λ) and k0(β0,Λ0) are equal (for a definition of critical exponent see section 2.1 of [Séc04]).
This implies that β is minimal (i.e. −k0(β,Λ) = n) if and only if β0 is minimal. We denote
J10 = J
1(β0,Λ0), H
1
0 = H
1(β0,Λ0), J
1
0 = J
1(β0,Λ0) = 1 + J
1
0 and H
1
0 = H
1(β0,Λ0) = 1 + H
1
0.
Proposition 3.4. We have J1 =Mm′(J10) and H
1 =Mm′(H
1
0).
Proof. We prove the result only for J1 since the case of H1 is similar. We have to prove that
for every i, j ∈ {1, . . . ,m′} we have eiJ1ej = J10. We need to recall the definition of J(β,Λ) =
J0(β,Λ) and of Jk(β,Λ) with k ≥ 1. By proposition 3.42 of [Séc04] if we denote q = −k0(β,Λ)
and s = [(q + 1)/2] (where [x] denotes the integer part of x ∈ Q) we have J(β,Λ) = B + Ps
if β is minimal and J(β,Λ) = B + Js(γ,Λ) if [Λ, n, q, γ] is a simple stratum equivalent to
[Λ, n, q, β]. Then, if β is minimal, Jk(β,Λ) = J(β,Λ) ∩Pk is equal to Qk +Ps if 0 ≤ k ≤ s− 1
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and to Pk if k ≥ s. Otherwise, if [Λ, n, q, γ] is a simple stratum equivalent to [Λ, n, q, β],
Jk(β,Λ) is equal to Qk + Js(γ,Λ) if 0 ≤ k ≤ s − 1 and to Jk(γ,Λ) if k ≥ s. Similarly we
obtain that if β0 is minimal then J
k(β0,Λ0) is equal to ℘
k
D′ + P(E)
s if 0 ≤ k ≤ s − 1 and
to P(E)k if k ≥ s. Otherwise, if [Λ0, n, q, γ0] is a simple stratum equivalent to [Λ0, n, q, β0],
Jk(β0,Λ0) is equal to ℘
k
D′ + J
s(γ0,Λ0) if k ≤ s − 1 and to J
k(γ0,Λ0) if k ≥ s. We prove that
eiJk(β,Λ)ej = Jk(β0,Λ0) for every k ≥ 0 by induction on q. If q = n and so if β and β0 are
minimal, since Q =Mm′(℘D′) and P =Mm′(P(E)) we have e
iQkej = ℘kD′ and e
iPkej = P(E)k
for every k and so eiJk(β,Λ)ej = Jk(β0,Λ0) for every k ≥ 0. Now if q < n and so if β and β0
are not minimal, by proposition 1.20 of [SS08] (see also the proof of theorem 2.2 of [Séc05b]) we
can choose a simple stratum [Λ0, n, q, γ0] equivalent to [Λ0, n, q, β0] such that if γ is the image
of γ0 by the diagonal embedding A(E) → A then [Λ, n, q, γ] ia a simple stratum equivalent to
[Λ, n, q, β]. By inductive hypothesis we have eiJk(γ,Λ)ej = Jk(γ0,Λ0) for every k ≥ 0 and then
we obtain eiJk(β,Λ)ej = Jk(β0,Λ0).
Let θ0 be the transfer of θ to CR(Λ0, 0, β). Since H
1 is a pro-p-group, proceeding as in
proposition 2.16 of [Séc05a], the pair (H1, θ) is decomposed with respect to (M,P) and the
restriction of θ to H1 ∩M = H10 × · · · ×H
1
0 is θ
⊗m′
0 . We remark that in general (J
1, η) is not
decomposed with respect to (M,P). We denote by η0 the Heisenberg representation of θ0 and
we can consider the irreducible representation ηM = η
⊗m′
0 of J
1
M = J
1 ∩M = J10 × · · · × J
1
0 .
We denote J1P = (J
1 ∩ P)H1 and H1P = (J
1 ∩ U)H1 which are subgroups of J1. They are
normal in J1 because H1 contains the derived group of J1. Moreover, J ∩ P normalizes J1P
because H1 is normal in J and J1 ∩ P is normal in J ∩ P. Then J1P is normal in J
1(J ∩ P).
Remark 3.5. Taking into account remark 5.7 of [SS08], proposition 5.3 of [SS08] states that J1P
and H1P are decomposed with respect to (M,P) and so we have J
1
P = (H
1∩U−)J1M(J
1∩U) and
H1P = (H
1∩U−)(H1∩M)(J1∩U).Moreover, if ifM′ =
∏r
i=1GLm′i(A(E)) with
∑r
i=1m
′
i = m
′
is a standard Levi subgroup of G containingM and P ′ is the upper standard parabolic subgroup
of G with Levi component M′, then J1P and H
1
P are decomposed with respect to (M
′,P ′).
Let θP be the character of H
1
P defined by θP(uh) = θ(h) for every u ∈ J
1 ∩ U and every
h ∈ H1. Since J1 is a pro-p-group, proceeding as in Proposition 5.5 of [SS08] we can construct
an irreducible representation ηP of J
1
P , unique up to isomorphism, whose restriction to H
1
P
contains θP . Actually it is the natural representation of J
1
P on the J
1 ∩ U -invariants of η.
Furthermore, indJ
1
J1
P
(ηP) is isomorphic to η, IG(ηP ) = J
1
PB
×J1P and for every y ∈ B
× we have
dimR(Iy(ηP)) = 1. We remark that (J
1
P , ηP ) is decomposed with respect to (M,P) and the
restriction of ηP to J
1
M is ηM. We denote by VM the R-vector space of ηM and ηP .
Since indJ
1
J1
P
(ηP ) is isomorphic to η, we can identify the R-vector space Vη of η with the
vector space of function ϕ : J1 → VM such that ϕ(xj) = ηP (x)ϕ(j) for every x ∈ J
1
P and
j ∈ J1. In this case η(j)ϕ : x 7→ ϕ(xj). By Mackey formula, VM is a direct factor of Vη and we
can identify the subspace of function ϕ ∈ Vη with support in J
1
P with it. This identification is
given by ϕ 7→ ϕ(1) whose inverse is v 7→ ϕv where the support of ϕv is J
1
P and ϕv(1) = v. Let
p : Vη → VM be the canonical projection, i.e. the restriction of a function in Vη to J
1
P , and let
ι : VM → Vη be the inclusion.
Remark 3.6. In general we can not define a representation κP of JP = (J ∩ P )H1 as in section
2.3 of [Séc05a] or in section 5.5 of [SS08], because e is a decomposition conforms to Λ over E
but it is not subordinate to B. In our case (B maximal) the only decomposition conforms to Λ
over E and subordinate to B is the trivial one.
Lemma 3.7.
1. For every j ∈ J1P we have η(j) ◦ ι = ι ◦ ηP(j) and p ◦ η(j) = ηP(j) ◦ p.
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2. For every j ∈ J1 we have p ◦ η(j) ◦ ι =
{
ηP (j) if j ∈ J1P
0 otherwise
3.
∑
j∈J1/J1
P
η(j) ◦ ι ◦ p ◦ η(j−1) is the identity of EndR(VM).
Proof. To prove the first point, let ϕv ∈ VM and ϕ ∈ Vη. Then η(j)(ι(ϕv))(1) = ϕv(j) = ηP (j)v
and p(η(j)(ϕ))(1) = ϕ(j) = ηP(j)ϕ(1). To prove the second point we observe that if j ∈ J
1
P
then p ◦ η(j) ◦ ι = p ◦ ι ◦ ηP(j) = ηP(j) while if j /∈ J
1
P the support of η(j)(ι(ϕv)) is in J
1
Pj
−1 for
every ϕv ∈ VM and so p◦η(j)◦ ι = 0. Finally, to prove the third point we observe that for every
ϕ ∈ Vη the function ϕj = (η(j)◦ι◦p◦η(j
−1))ϕ has support in J1Pj
−1 and ϕj(j
−1) = ϕ(j−1).
We consider the surjective linear map µ : EndR(Vη)→ EndR(VM) given by f 7→ p ◦ f ◦ ι.
Lemma 3.8. The map ζ : HR(G, η)→ HR(G, ηP ) defined by Φ 7→ µ◦Φ for every Φ ∈ HR(G, η)
is an isomorphism of R-algebras. Moreover, if the support of Φ ∈ HR(G, η) is in J1xJ1 with
x ∈ B× then the support of ζ(Φ) is in J1PxJ
1
P .
Proof. Let Φ ∈ HR(G, η). Then the support of µ ◦ Φ is included in the support of Φ which is
compact. Moreover, for every x1, x2 ∈ J
1
P and every j ∈ J
1 we have µ(Φ(x1jx2)) = p ◦ η(x1) ◦
Φ(j) ◦ η(x2) ◦ ι that by lemma 3.7 is ηP (x1) ◦ µ(Φ(j)) ◦ ηP(x2). Hence, ζ is well-defined and it
is clearly an R-linear map. Let Φ1,Φ2 ∈ HR(G, η). For every g ∈ G we have(
(µ ◦ Φ1) ∗ (µ ◦ Φ2)
)
(g) =
∑
x∈G/J1
P
p ◦Φ1(x) ◦ ι ◦ p ◦ Φ2(x
−1g) ◦ ι
=
∑
y∈G/J1
∑
z∈J1/J1
P
p ◦ Φ1(yz) ◦ ι ◦ p ◦Φ2(z
−1y−1g) ◦ ι
=
∑
y∈G/J1
p ◦ Φ1(y) ◦
( ∑
z∈J1/J1
P
η(z) ◦ ι ◦ p ◦ η(z−1)
)
◦ Φ2(y
−1g) ◦ ι
(lemma 3.7) =
∑
y∈G/J1
p ◦ Φ1(y) ◦ Φ2(y
−1g) ◦ ι = (µ ◦ (Φ1 ∗Φ2))(g)
and so ζ is a homomorphism of R-algebras. Let Φ ∈ HR(G, η) such that p ◦ Φ(g) ◦ ι = 0 for
every g ∈ G. Then by lemma 3.7, for every g′ ∈ G we have
Φ(g′) =
∑
j1∈J1/J1P
η(j1) ◦ ι ◦ p ◦ η(j
−1
1 ) ◦ Φ(g
′) ◦
∑
j2∈J1/J1P
η(j2) ◦ ι ◦ p ◦ η(j
−1
2 )
=
∑
j1,j2∈J1/J1P
η(j1) ◦ ι ◦ (p ◦ Φ(j
−1
1 g
′j2) ◦ ι) ◦ p ◦ η(j
−1
2 ) = 0
and then ζ is injective. Now, we know that HR(G, η) ∼= EndG(ind
G
J1(η)), HR(G, ηP )
∼=
EndG(ind
G
J1
P
(ηP )) and ind
J1
J1
P
(ηP) ∼= η. Then by transitivity of the induction we have HR(G, η) ∼=
HR(G, ηP ) and then ζ must be bijective. Furthermore, if Φ ∈ HR(G, η) has support in J1xJ1
with x ∈ B× then the support of ζ(Φ) is in J1xJ1 ∩ IG(ηP ) = J
1xJ1 ∩ J1PB
×J1P = J
1
PxJ
1
P .
Lemma 3.9. Let x1, x2 ∈ B× and let f˜i ∈ HR(G, η)J1xiJ1 and f̂i = ζ(f˜i) for i ∈ {1, 2}.
1. If x1 or x2 normalizes J1P then the support of f̂1 ∗ f̂2 is in J
1
Px1x2J
1
P and
(f̂1 ∗ f̂2)(x1x2) = f̂1(x1) ◦ f̂2(x2).
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2. If x1 or x2 normalizes J1 then the support of f̂1 ∗ f̂2 is in J1Px1x2J
1
P and
(f̂1 ∗ f̂2)(x1x2) = p ◦ f˜1(x1) ◦ f˜2(x2) ◦ ι.
Proof. First point follows by remark 1.2. If x1 or x2 normalizes J1, by remark 1.2 the support of
f˜1∗f˜2 is in J
1x1x2J
1 and so the support of f̂1∗f̂2 = ζ(f˜1∗f˜2) is in J
1x1x2J
1∩IG(ηP) = J
1
Px1x2J
1
P
and moreover (f̂1 ∗ f̂2)(x1x2) = ζ(f˜1 ∗ f˜2)(x1x2) = p ◦ f˜1(x1) ◦ f˜2(x2) ◦ ι.
Lemma 3.10. For every x ∈ B× ∩M and every y ∈ IG(ηP ) which normalizes J1M we have
Ix(ηP) = Ix(ηM) and Iy(ηP) = Iy(ηM). Moreover, every non-zero element in Iz(ηP ), with
z ∈ IG(ηP ), is invertible.
Proof. For the first assertion, in both cases the R-vector spaces are 1-dimensional and so it
suffices to prove an inclusion. Since ηM is the restriction of ηP to J
1
M, for every x
′ ∈ IG(ηP)
we have Ix′(ηP) ⊆ Ix′(ηM). For the second assertion, we observe that IG(ηP ) = J
1
PB
×J1P =
J1PIBW˜ IBJ
1
P . Now IB normalizes J
1
P since it is contained in J
1(J ∩P) while W˜ normalizes J1M.
Take z = z1z2z3 ∈ IG(ηP ) with z1 ∈ J
1
PIB, z2 ∈ W˜ and z3 ∈ IBJ
1
P and take a non-zero element
γ in Iz(ηP ). Let γ1 and γ3 two invertible elements in Iz−1
1
(ηP) and in Iz−1
3
(ηP ) respectively.
Then γ1 ◦ γ ◦ γ3 is a non-zero element in Iz2(ηP) = Iz2(ηM) and so it is invertible.
3.3. The isomorphism HR(J, η) ∼= HR(KB ,K1B)
In this paragraph we want to prove that the subalgebra HR(KB ,K
1
B) of HR(B
×,K1B) is
isomorphic to the subalgebra HR(J, ηP ) of HR(G, ηP ) and so to HR(J, η).
In accordance with chapter 2 of [Chi17], we denote by fx ∈ HR(B
×,K1B) the characteristic
function of K1BxK
1
B for every x ∈ B
× and we write Φ1Φ2 = Φ1 ∗ Φ2 for every Φ1 and Φ2 in
HR(B
×,K1B), in HR(G, η) or in HR(G, ηP ).
We observe that every element in HR(J, ηP ) has support in J ∩J
1
PB
×J1P = J
1
P (J ∩B
×)J1P =
J1PKBJ
1
P and so its image by ζ
−1 has support in J1KBJ
1. This implies that ζ induces an algebra
isomorphism from HR(J, η) to HR(J, ηP ). We also remark that HR(KB ,K
1
B) is isomorphic to
the group algebra R[KB/K
1
B ]
∼= R[J/J1], then we can identify every Φ ∈ HR(KB ,K
1
B) to a
function Φ ∈ HR(J, J1).
From now on we fix a β-extension κ of η. We recall that resJJ1κ = η, IG(η) = IG(κ) = J
1B×J1
and for every y ∈ B× we have Iy(η) = Iy(κ) which is an R-vector space of dimension 1. Then
Vη is also the R-vector space of κ and κ(j) ∈ Ij(η) for every j ∈ J .
Lemma 3.11. The map Θ′ : HR(KB ,K1B) → HR(J, η) defined by Φ 7→ Φ ⊗ κ for every
Φ ∈ HR(KB ,K
1
B) is an algebra isomorphism.
Proof. The map is well-defined since for every Φ ∈ HR(KB ,K1B) we have Φ⊗κ : J → EndR(Vη)
and (Φ ⊗ κ)(j1jj
′
1) = Φ(j)κ(j1jj
′
1) = η(j1) ◦ (Φ(j)κ(j)) ◦ η(j
′
1) for every j ∈ J and j1, j
′
1 ∈ J
1.
It is clearly R-linear and
Θ′(Φ1 ∗ Φ2)(j) =
∑
x∈J/J1
Φ1(x)Φ2(x
−1j)κ(j) =
∑
x∈J/J1
Φ1(x)Φ2(x
−1j)κ(x) ◦ κ(x−1j)
=
∑
x∈J/J1
(Φ1(x)κ(x)) ◦ (Φ2(x
−1j)κ(x−1j)) = (Θ′(Φ1) ∗Θ
′(Φ2))(j)
for every Φ1,Φ2 ∈ HR(KB ,K
1
B) and j ∈ J . Hence, Θ
′ is an R-algebra homomorphism. It
is injective because κ(j) ∈ GL(Vη) for every j ∈ J . Let f˜ ∈ HR(J, η) and j ∈ J . Since
f˜(j) ∈ Ij(η) = HomJ1(η, η
j), which is of dimension 1, we have f˜(j) ∈ Rκ(j) and then we
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can write f˜(j) = Φ(j)κ(j) with Φ : J → R. Since f˜ ∈ HR(J, η), for every j1 ∈ J
1 we have
Φ(j1j)κ(j1j) = f˜(j1j) = η(j1)f˜(j) = η(j1)Φ(j)κ(j) = Φ(j)κ(j1j) and so Φ ∈ HR(J, J
1). We
conclude that Θ′ is surjective and then it is an algebra isomorphism.
Composing the restriction of ζ to HR(J, η) with Θ
′ we obtain an algebra isomorphism
HR(KB ,K
1
B) → HR(J, ηP ). For every x ∈ KB let f˜x = Θ
′(fx) ∈ HR(J, η) which is given
by f˜x(y) = κ(y) for every y ∈ J
1xJ1 = J1x and let f̂x = ζ(f˜x) ∈ HR(J, ηP ) which is given by
f̂x(z) = p ◦ κ(z) ◦ ι for every z ∈ J
1
PxJ
1
P .
3.4. Generators and relations of HR(B×,K1B)
In this paragraph we introduce some notations and we recall the presentation by generators
and relations of the algebra HR(B
×,K1B) presented in [Chi17].
We denote Ω = KB ∪{τ0, τ
−1
0 }∪ {τα |α ∈ Σ} and Ω = {fω |ω ∈ Ω} which is a finite set. We
define some subgroup of G, through its identification with GLm′(A(E)). For every α = αij ∈ Φ
we denote by Uα the subgroup of matrices (ahk) ∈ G with ahh = 1 for every h ∈ {1, . . . ,m
′},
aij ∈ A(E) and ahk = 0 if h 6= k and (h, k) 6= (i, j). For every P ⊂ Σ we denote by MP
the standard Levi subgroup associated to P and by U+P (resp. U
−
P ) the unipotent radical of
upper (resp. lower) standard parabolic subgroups with Levi component MP . We remark that
M = M∅, U = U∅ and U
− = U−∅ . Thus, we have U
+
P =
∏
α∈Ψ+
P
Uα and U
−
P =
∏
α∈Ψ−
P
Uα.
Furthermore, if P1 ⊂ P2 ⊂ Σ then U
+
P2
is a subgroup of U+P1 and U
−
P2
a subgroup of U−P1 .
Remark 3.12. By proposition 3.4, if we take α = αij ∈ Φ and (ahk) in Uα ∩ J1 (resp. Uα ∩H1)
then aij is in J
1
0 (resp. H
1
0).
Remark 3.13. In accordance with paragraph 2.2 of [Chi17] we denote MP = MP ∩KB , U
+
P =
U+P ∩KB and U
−
P = U
−
P ∩KB for every P ⊂ Σ and Uα = Uα ∩KB for every α ∈ Φ.
As in paragraph 2.3 of [Chi17], for every α = αi,i+1 ∈ Σ and w ∈W we consider the following
sets: A(w,α) = {w(j) | i + 1 ≤ j ≤ m}, B(w,α) = {w(j) − 1 | i + 1 ≤ j ≤ m}, P ′(w,α) =
A(w,α) \ B(w,α), P (w,α) = {αi,i+1 ∈ Σ | i ∈ P
′(w,α)} and Q(w,α) = B(w,α) \ A(w,α). We
remark that τP ′(w,α) = τP (w,α) because 0 /∈ P
′(w,α) and τm = Im. Moreover, if α = αi,i+1 ∈ Σ,
w′ ∈W and w is of minimal length in w′Wα̂ ∈W/Wα̂ then we have
w′τiw
′−1 = wτiw
−1 =
m∏
h=i+1
wτh−1τ
−1
h w
−1 =
m∏
h=i+1
τw(h)−1τ
−1
w(h) = τ
−1
P (w,α)τQ(w,α).
Lemma 3.14. The algebra HR(B×,K1B) is the R-algebra generated by Ω subject to the following
relations
1. fk = 1 for every k ∈ K1 and fk1fk2 = fk1k2 for every k1, k2 ∈ K;
2. fτ0fτ−1
0
= 1 and fτ−1
0
fω = fτ−1
0
ωτ0
fτ−1
0
for every ω ∈ Ω;
3. fταfx = fταxτ−1α fτα for every α ∈ Σ and x ∈Mα̂;
4. fufτα = fτα if u ∈ Uα′ with α
′ ∈ Ψ+α̂ , for every α ∈ Σ;
5. fταfu = fτα if u ∈ Uα′ with α
′ ∈ Ψ−α̂ , for every α ∈ Σ;
6. fταfτα′ = fτα′fτα for every α,α
′ ∈ Σ;
7.
 ∏
α′∈P (w,α)
fτα′
 fwfταfw−1 = qℓ(w)
 ∏
α′′∈Q(w,α)
fτα′′
(∑
u
fu
)
for every α ∈ Σ and w
of minimal length in wWα̂ ∈ W/Wα̂ and where u describes a system of representatives of
(U ∩ wU−w−1)K1B/K
1
B in U ∩wU
−w−1.
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Proof. The only difference between this presentation and these in [Chi17] is the relation 3 which
is equivalent to relations 3, 4 and 7 of definition 2.21 of [Chi17] because M ∩ KB , Uα′ with
α′ ∈ Φα̂ and Wα̂ generate Mα̂.
Hence, to define an algebra homomorphism from HR(B
×,K1B) to HR(G, ηP ), it is sufficient
to choose elements f̂ω ∈ HR(G, ηP ) for every ω ∈ Ω such that f̂ω respect the relations of lemma
3.14. We remark that we can take f̂ω ∈ HR(G, ηP )J1
P
ωJ1
P
for every ω ∈ Ω and we recall that in
paragraph 3.3 we have just defined f̂k for every k ∈ KB as the image of fk by ζ ◦Θ
′.
3.5. Some decompositions of J1P -double cosets
In this paragraph we introduce some notations and some tools that we will use to construct
elements in HR(G, ηP )J1
P
τiJ1P
with i ∈ {0, . . . ,m′ − 1}.
Lemma 3.15. Let τ ∈∆ and P = P (τ).
1. We have J1P = (J
1
P ∩ U
−
P )(J
1
P ∩MP )(J
1
P ∩ U
+
P ) = (J
1
P ∩ U
+
P )(J
1
P ∩MP )(J
1
P ∩ U
−
P ).
2. We have (J1P ∩ U
+
P )
τ ⊂ H1 ∩ U+P ⊂ J
1
P ∩ U
+
P , (J
1
P ∩ U
−
P )
τ−1 ⊂ (J1 ∩ U−P )
τ−1 ⊂ H1 ∩ U−P =
J1P ∩ U
−
P and (J
1
P ∩MP )
τ = J1P ∩MP .
3. We have (J1P ∩ U)
τ ⊂ J1P ∩ U , (J
1
P ∩ U
−)τ
−1
⊂ J1P ∩ U
− and (J1M)
τ = J1M.
Proof. The first point follows by remark 3.5. To prove the second point we observe that remark
3.12 implies that (J1P ∩ U
+
P )
τ = (J1 ∩
∏
α∈Ψ+
P
Uα)
τ is contained in (Im′ +̟J
1) ∩ U+P which is in
H1∩U+P ⊂ J
1
P ∩U
+
P . Similarly we prove (J
1∩U−P )
τ−1 ⊂ H1∩U−P . Moreover, since ̟
−1J10̟ = J
1
0
and ̟−1H10̟ = H
1
0, we have (J
1
P ∩MP )
τ = J1P ∩MP . To prove the third point, we observe that
(J1P ∩U)
τ ⊂
(
(J1P ∩MP )(J
1
P ∩U
+
P )
)τ
∩U which is in (J1P ∩MP )(J
1
P ∩U
+
P )∩U = J
1
P∩U . Similarly
we prove (J1P ∩ U
−)τ
−1
⊂ J1P ∩ U
−. Finally, since ̟−1J10̟ = J
1
0 we obtain (J
1
M)
τ = J1M.
Lemma 3.16. If τ ∈ ∆ then J1PτJ
1
P = (J
1
P ∩ U
−
P (τ))τJ
1
P = J
1
Pτ(J
1
P ∩ U
+
P (τ)) and J
1
Pτ
−1J1P =
(J1P ∩ U
+
P (τ))τ
−1J1P = J
1
Pτ
−1(J1P ∩ U
−
P (τ)).
Proof. Let P = P (τ). By lemma 3.15 we have J1P = (J
1
P ∩ U
−
P )(J
1
P ∩MP )(J
1
P ∩ U
+
P ) and so
we obtain J1PτJ
1
P = (J
1
P ∩ U
−
P )τ(J
1
P ∩MP )
τ (J1P ∩ U
+
P )
τJ1P which is equal to (J
1
P ∩ U
−
P )τJ
1
P by
lemma 3.15. Similarly we prove other equalities.
Lemma 3.17. If w ∈W then (J1P )
wJ1P = (J
1 ∩ Uw ∩ U−)J1P .
Proof. Since (H1∩U−)w ⊂ J1P and (J
1
M)
w = J1M we obtain (J
1
P )
wJ1P = (J
1∩U)wJ1P . Moreover,
we have (J1 ∩ U)w ∩ U ⊂ J1P and so (J
1
P )
wJ1P = (J
1 ∩ Uw ∩ U−)J1P .
Lemma 3.18. We have J1PU
−J1P ∩ U = J
1
P ∩ U and J
1
PUJ
1
P ∩ U
− = J1P ∩ U
−.
Proof. We have J1PU
−J1P ∩U = (J
1
P ∩U)(J
1
P ∩M)(J
1
P ∩U
−)U−(J1P ∩U
−)(J1P ∩M)(J
1
P ∩U)∩U =
(J1P ∩U)
(
(J1P ∩M)U
−(J1P ∩M) ∩U
)
(J1P ∩ U) ⊂ (J
1
P ∩U)(P
− ∩ U)(J1P ∩U) = J
1
P ∩U which is
clearly contained in J1PU
−J1P ∩ U . Similarly we prove the second statement.
Lemma 3.19. Let τ, τ ′ ∈∆. Then J1PτJ
1
Pτ
′J1P = J
1
Pττ
′J1P and (J
1
P)
τJ1P ∩ (J
1
P )
τ ′−1J1P = J
1
P .
Proof. By lemma 3.16 we have J1PτJ
1
Pτ
′J1P = J
1
Pτ(J
1
P ∩ U
+
P (τ))τ
′J1P = J
1
Pττ
′(J1P ∩ U
+
P (τ))
τ ′J1P .
By lemma 3.15 it is in J1Pττ
′(J1P ∩ U)
τ ′J1P ⊂ J
1
Pττ
′J1P and so J
1
PτJ
1
Pτ
′J1P = J
1
Pττ
′J1P . Now, by
lemma 3.16, the set (J1P )
τJ1P ∩ (J
1
P )
τ ′−1J1P is contained in (J
1
P ∩ U
−)τJ1P ∩ (J
1
P ∩ U)
τ ′−1J1P =(
(J1P ∩ U
−)τJ1P ∩ (J
1
P ∩ U)
τ ′−1
)
J1P which is equal to J
1
P by lemma 3.18.
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Remark 3.20. We can prove similar results of lemmas 3.15, 3.16, 3.18 and 3.19 by replacing J1P
with J1.
Lemma 3.21. Let α = αi,i+1 ∈ Σ, w ∈ W and P = P (w,α). Then Ψ
+
P̂
∩ wΨ−α̂ = Φ
+ ∩ wΨ−α̂
and Ψ−
P̂
∩ wΨ+α̂ = Φ
− ∩ wΨ+α̂ . If in addition w is of minimal length in wWα̂ ∈ W/Wα̂ then
Φ+ ∩ wΨ−α̂ = Φ
+ ∩ wΦ− and Φ− ∩ wΨ+α̂ = Φ
− ∩ wΦ+.
Proof. It follows by lemma 2.19 of [Chi17].
From now on, we denote δ(J10,H
1
0) = [J
1
0 : H
1
0] and δ(H
1
0,̟H
1
0) = [H
1
0 : ̟H
1
0].
Remark 3.22. By remark 3.12 we have δ(J10,H
1
0) = [J
1 ∩ Uα : H
1 ∩ Uα] and δ(H
1
0,̟H
1
0) =
[H1 ∩Uα′ : (H
1 ∩Uα′)
τα′ ] = [H1 ∩Uα′′ : (H
1 ∩Uα′′)
τ−1
α′′ ] for every α ∈ Φ, α′ ∈ Φ+ and α′′ ∈ Φ−.
In particular δ(J10,H
1
0) and δ(H
1
0,̟H
1
0) are powers of p and so they are invertible in R.
From now on we fix 1 ≤ i ≤ m′− 1 and we consider α = αii+1, w of minimal length in wWα̂,
P = P (w,α) and Q = Q(w,α).
Remark 3.23. Lemma 3.21 implies that wU−α̂ w
−1 ∩ U+
P̂
= wU−w−1 ∩ U+ and wU+α̂ w
−1 ∩ U−
P̂
=
wUw−1 ∩ U−. Moreover, we have ℓ(w) = |Ψ+
P̂
∩ wΨ−α̂ | = |Ψ
−
P̂
∩ wΨ+α̂ | by remark 3.1.
We define
V(w,α) = (J1P ∩ wU
+
α̂ w
−1 ∩ U−
P̂
)wτ
−1
α w
−1
(3.2)
which is a pro-p-group. We remark that it is equal to (J1P ∩ wUw
−1 ∩ U−)wτ
−1
α w
−1
by remark
3.23 and to (H1 ∩wU+α̂ w
−1 ∩ U−
P̂
)wτ
−1
α w
−1
since J1P ∩ U
−
P̂
= H1 ∩ U−
P̂
. Then V(w,α) is equal to∏
α′∈wΨ+
α̂
∩Ψ−
P̂
(H1 ∩Uα′)
wτ−1α w
−1
=
∏
α′′∈Ψ+
α̂
∩w−1Ψ−
P̂
(H1 ∩Uα′′)
τ−1α w
−1
=
∏
α′∈wΨ+
α̂
∩Ψ−
P̂
(Im′ +̟
−1H1)∩Uα′
which is (Im′ +̟
−1H1) ∩ wU+α̂ w
−1 ∩ U−
P̂
.
Lemma 3.24. The group wU+α̂ w
−1 ∩ U−
P̂
is in V(w,α), it normalizes V(w,α) ∩ J1P and
(wU+α̂ w
−1 ∩ U−
P̂
) ∩ (V(w,α) ∩ J1P ) = wU
+
α̂ w
−1 ∩ U−
P̂
∩K1B .
Proof. We recall that wU+α̂ w
−1 ∩ U−
P̂
= wU+α̂ w
−1 ∩ U−
P̂
∩ KB by remark 3.13. Since Uα′ =
τα(K
1
B ∩Uα′)τ
−1
α for every α
′ ∈ Ψ+α̂ (see lemma 2.9 of [Chi17]), then we have wU
+
α̂ w
−1 ∩ U−
P̂
=
(K1B∩wU
+
α̂ w
−1∩U−
P̂
)wτ
−1
α w
−1
which is in V(w,α). Moreover, the group wU+α̂ w
−1∩U−
P̂
normalizes
V(w,α) ∩ J1P = V(w,α) ∩ H
1 because we have wU+α̂ w
−1 ∩ U−
P̂
⊂ KB and KB normalizes H
1.
Finally, since KB ∩H
1 = K1B , we have wU
+
α̂ w
−1 ∩U−
P̂
∩ V(w,α) ∩ J1P = wU
+
α̂ w
−1 ∩U−
P̂
∩H1 =
wU+α̂ w
−1 ∩ U−
P̂
∩KB ∩H
1 = wU+α̂ w
−1 ∩ U−
P̂
∩K1B .
By lemma 3.24 the group V ′ = (wU+α̂ w
−1 ∩U−
P̂
)(V(w,α)∩ J1P ) is a subgroup of V(w,α). We set
d(w,α) = [V(w,α) : V ′] ∈ R
which is non-zero because it is a power of p.
Remark 3.25. We have V(w,α) ∩ J1P = H
1 ∩ wU+α̂ w
−1 ∩ U−
P̂
=
∏
α′∈wΨ+
α̂
∩Ψ−
P̂
H1 ∩ Uα′ . Hence,
by remarks 3.22 and 3.23 we have [V(w,α) : V(w,α)∩J1P ] = [̟
−1H10 : H
1
0]
ℓ(w) = δ(H10,̟H
1
0)
ℓ(w).
On the other hand we have [V(w,α) : V(w,α) ∩ J1P ] = d(w,α) [V
′ : V(w,α) ∩ J1P ] which is
equal to d(w,α) [(wU+w−1 ∩ U−)(V(w,α) ∩ J1P) : V(w,α) ∩ J
1
P ] by remark 3.23 and so to
d(w,α)[wUw−1 ∩U− : wUw−1 ∩U− ∩K1B ] = d(w,α)q
ℓ(w) where q is the cardinality of kD′ . So,
if we denote ∂ = δ(H10,̟H
1
0)/q ∈ R
× then d(w,α) = ∂ℓ(w).
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Lemma 3.26. We have (J1P )
τP J1P ∩ (J
1
P)
wτ−1α w
−1
J1P = V(w,α)J
1
P .
Proof. We have (J1P )
wτ−1α w
−1
= (H1 ∩w−1U−w)τ
−1
α w
−1
(J1M)
wτ−1α w
−1
(J1 ∩ w−1Uw)τ
−1
α w
−1
. Now
we consider the decompositions H1 ∩w−1U−w = (H1 ∩w−1U−w∩U)(H1 ∩w−1U−w∩U−) and
J1∩w−1Uw = (J1∩w−1Uw∩U−)(J1∩w−1Uw∩U). By lemma 3.21 we have J1∩w−1Uw∩U− =
J1∩w−1Uw∩U−α̂ and so by lemma 3.15 we obtain (J
1∩w−1Uw∩U−)τ
−1
α w
−1
⊂ (J1∩U−α̂ )
τ−1α w
−1
⊂
(H1∩U−α̂ )
w−1 ⊂ J1P and (H
1∩w−1U−w∩U−)τ
−1
α w
−1
⊂ (H1∩U−)τ
−1
α w
−1
⊂ (H1∩U−)w
−1
⊂ J1P .
Then, since (J1M)
wτ−1α w
−1
= J1M by lemma 3.15 and since (H
1∩U−∩wUw−1)wτ
−1
α w
−1
= V(w,α),
we obtain (J1P )
wτ−1α w
−1
⊂ V(w,α)J1P (J
1 ∩U ∩wUw−1)wτ
−1
α w
−1
. By lemma 3.16 and by previous
calculations we have
(J1P )
τP J1P ∩ (J
1
P )
wτ−1α w
−1
J1P =
(
(J1P ∩ U
−
P̂
)τP ∩ V(w,α)J1P (J
1 ∩ U ∩ wUw−1)wτ
−1
α w
−1
J1P
)
J1P .
Now, since wτ−1α w
−1 = τ−1Q τP , the group V(w,α) is contained both in (U
−
P̂
)τ
−1
Q
τP = (U−
P̂
)τP and
in (J1P ∩U
−)τ
−1
Q
τP ⊂ (J1P ∩U
−)τP ⊂ (J1P)
τP by lemma 3.15. This implies V(w,α) ⊂ (J1P ∩U
−
P̂
)τP
and so (J1P )
τP J1P ∩(J
1
P )
wτ−1α w
−1
J1P = V(w,α)
(
(J1P ∩U
−
P̂
)τP ∩J1P(J
1∩U∩wUw−1)wτ
−1
α w
−1
J1P
)
J1P .
Now we have (J1P ∩ U
−
P̂
)τP ∩ J1P(J
1 ∩ U ∩ wUw−1)wτ
−1
α w
−1
J1P ⊂ U
− ∩ J1PUJ
1
P that is in J
1
P by
lemma 3.18.
3.6. The group W˜
In this paragraph we use a presentation by generators and relations of W˜ to find a subgroup
of AutR(VM) isomorphic to a quotient of W˜ .
Remark 3.27. We know that the Iwahori-Hecke algebra (see 3.14 of [Vig96]) is a deformation
of the R-algebra R[W˜ ] and so it is not difficult to show that W˜ is the group generated by
s1, . . . , sm′−1 and τm′−1 subject to relations sisj = sjsi for every i, j such that |i − j| > 1,
sisi+1si = si+1sisi+1 for every i 6= m
′ − 1, s2i = 1 for every i, τm′−1si = siτm′−1 for every
i 6= m′ − 1 and τm′−1sm′−1τm′−1sm′−1 = sm′−1τm′−1sm′−1τm′−1.
Lemma 3.28. Let i ∈ {1, . . . ,m′ − 1}, α = αi,i+1, w ∈ W of minimal length in wWα̂ and
Φ ∈ HR(G, ηP )J1
P
τiJ1P
. Then the support of f̂wΦf̂w−1 is in J
1
Pwτiw
−1J1P and
(f̂wΦf̂w−1)(wτiw
−1) = δ(J10,H
1
0)
ℓ(w)f̂w(w) ◦Φ(τi) ◦ f̂w−1(w
−1).
Proof. Since w and w−1 normalize J1, by lemma 3.9 the support of f̂wΦf̂w−1 is in J
1
Pwτiw
−1J1P .
We recall that
(f̂wΦf̂w−1)(wτiw
−1) =
∑
x∈G/J1
P
(f̂wΦ)(wτix)f̂w−1(x
−1w−1).
By lemma 3.17, the support of x 7→ (f̂wΦ)(wτix)f̂w−1(x
−1w−1) is in (J1P)
wτiJ1P ∩ (J
1
P )
wJ1P =
(J1P )
wτiJ1P ∩ (J
1 ∩ Uw ∩ U−)J1P . Since w is of minimal length in wWα̂, by lemma 3.21 we have
J1 ∩ Uw ∩ U− = J1 ∩ Uw ∩ U−α̂ which is included in (J
1
P)
wτi because (J1 ∩ Uw ∩ U−α̂ )
τ−1i w
−1
=
((J1 ∩ U−α̂ )
τ−1i ∩ Uw)w
−1
that by lemma 3.15 is included in (H1 ∩ U−α̂ )
w−1 ∩ U and so in J1P .
Hence, we obtain (J1P )
wτiJ1P ∩ (J
1
P )
wJ1P = (J
1 ∩ Uw ∩ U−)J1P . Now since (J
1 ∩ Uw ∩ U−)w
−1
and (J1 ∩ Uw ∩ U−)τ
−1
i w
−1
are contained in J1 ∩ U and so in the kernel of ηP and since we
have [(J1 ∩ Uw ∩ U−)J1P : J
1
P ] = [J
1 ∩ Uw ∩ U− : H1 ∩ Uw ∩ U−] = δ(J10,H
1
0)
ℓ(w) we obtain
(f̂wΦf̂w−1)(wτiw
−1) = δ(J10,H
1
0)
ℓ(w)(f̂wΦ)(wτi) ◦ f̂w−1(w
−1). To conclude we observe that by
lemma 3.9 the support of f̂wΦ is contained in J
1
PwτiJ
1
P and by lemmas 3.16 and 3.17 the support
of x 7→ (f̂w)(wx)Φ(x
−1τi) is in (J
1
P )
wJ1P ∩ (J
1
P )
τ−1i J1P = (J
1 ∩Uw ∩U−)J1P ∩ (J
1
P ∩U
+
P (τi)
)τ
−1
i J1P
that is contained in (UJ1P∩U
−)J1P = J
1
P by lemma 3.18. Hence, (f̂wΦ)(wτi) = f̂w(w)◦Φ(τi).
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Lemma 3.29. Let w ∈W and α ∈ Σ. Then
p ◦ κ(w) ◦ ι ◦ p ◦ κ(sα) ◦ ι =
{
p ◦ κ(wsα) ◦ ι if wα > 0
δ(J10,H
1
0)
−1
p ◦ κ(wsα) ◦ ι if wα < 0.
Proof. By lemma 3.11 we have f̂wf̂sα = f̂wsα and then (f̂wf̂sα)(wsα) = p ◦ κ(wsα) ◦ ι. On the
other hand we have
(f̂wf̂sα)(wsα) =
∑
x∈G/J1
P
(f̂w)(wx)f̂sα(x
−1sα).
By lemma 3.17 the support of x 7→ f̂w(wx)f̂sα(x
−1sα) is contained in (J
1
P )
wJ1P ∩ (J
1
P )
sαJ1P =
(J1P )
wJ1P ∩(J
1∩Usα∩U−1)J1P =
(
(J1P )
wJ1P ∩J
1∩U−α
)
J1P which is equal to J
1
P if w(−α) < 0 and
to (J1∩U−α)J
1
P if w(−α) > 0. Hence, if wα > 0 we obtain (f̂wf̂sα)(wsα) = p◦κ(w)◦ι◦p◦κ(sα)◦ι
while if wα < 0 since (J1 ∩ U−α)
w−1 and (J1 ∩ U−α)
sα are contained in J1 ∩ U and so in the
kernel of ηP and since [(J
1 ∩ U−α)J
1
P : J
1
P ] = [J
1 ∩ U−α : H
1 ∩ U−α] = δ(J
1
0,H
1
0) we obtain
(f̂wf̂sα)(wsα) = δ(J
1
0,H
1
0) p ◦ κ(w) ◦ ι ◦ p ◦ κ(sα) ◦ ι.
From now on we fix a non-zero element γ ∈ Iτm′−1(ηP ) which is invertible by lemma 3.10
and we consider the function f̂τm′−1 ∈ HR(G, ηP )J1Pτm′−1J1P
defined by f̂τm′−1(j1τm′−1j2) =
ηP(j1) ◦ γ ◦ ηP(j2) for every j1, j2 ∈ J
1
P .
From now on we fix a square root δ(J10,H
1
0)
1/2 of δ(J10,H
1
0) in R. We consider the subgroup
W˜ of AutR(VM) generated by γ and by δ(J
1
0,H
1
0)
1/2
p ◦ κ(si) ◦ ι with i ∈ {1, . . . ,m
′ − 1}.
Lemma 3.30. The function that maps si to δ(J10,H
1
0)
1/2
p◦κ(si)◦ ι for every i ∈ {1, . . . ,m′−1}
and τm′−1 to γ extends to a surjective group homomorphism ε : W˜ → W˜.
Proof. Let δ = δ(J10,H
1
0). To prove that ε is a group homomorphism we use the presentation of
W˜ given in remark 3.27. For every i, j ∈ {1, . . . ,m′−1} such that |i−j| > 1 we have ε(si)ε(sj) =
δ p◦κ(si)◦ι◦p◦κ(sj )◦ι that by lemma 3.29 is equal to δ p◦κ(sisj)◦ι = δ p◦κ(sjsi)◦ι = ε(sj)ε(si).
For every i 6= m′−1 we have ε(si)ε(si+1)ε(si) = δ
3/2
p◦κ(si)◦ ι◦p◦κ(si+1)◦ ι◦p◦κ(si)◦ ι that
by lemma 3.29 is equal to δ3/2 p◦κ(sisi+1si)◦ ι = δ
3/2
p◦κ(si+1sisi+1)◦ ι = ε(si+1)ε(si)ε(si+1).
For every i we have ε(si)
2 = δ p◦κ(si)◦ι◦p◦κ(si)◦ι that by lemma 3.29 is equal to p◦κ(sisi)◦ι
that is the identity of AutR(VM). Let τ = τm′−1 and f̂τ = f̂τm′−1 . For every i 6= m
′ − 1 we
have ε(τ)ε(si) = δ
1/2γ ◦ p ◦ κ(si) ◦ ι that is equal to δ
1/2(f̂τ f̂si)(τsi) since the support of x 7→
f̂τ (τx)f̂si(x
−1si) is contained in (J
1
P)
τJ1P ∩ (J
1
P)
siJ1P = ((J
1
P ∩U
−
P (τ))
τJ1P ∩J
1
P ∩Uαi+1,i)J
1
P = J
1
P .
Hence, by lemma 3.9 we have ε(τ)ε(si) = δ
1/2
p◦ζ−1(f̂τ )(τ)◦κ(si)◦ι. Since ζ
−1(f̂τ )(τ) ∈ Iτ (η) =
Iτ (κ) and si ∈ J ∩ J
τ we obtain ε(τ)ε(si) = δ
1/2
p ◦κ(si) ◦ ζ
−1(f̂τ )(τ) ◦ ι = δ
1/2(f̂si f̂τ )(siτ) that
is equal to δ1/2p◦κ(si)◦ ι◦γ = ε(si)ε(τ) since the support of x 7→ f̂si(six)f̂τ (x
−1τ) is contained
in (J1P )
siJ1P ∩ (J
1
P)
τ−1J1P = (J
1
P ∩ Uαi+1,i ∩ (J
1
P ∩ U
+
P (τ))
τ−1J1P)J
1
P = J
1
P . It remains to prove
the last relation. Let s = sm′−1. Then τsτs = τm′−2 = sτsτ and by lemma 3.9 we have
(f̂τ f̂sf̂τ f̂s)(τsτs) = p ◦ ζ
−1(f̂τ f̂sf̂τ )(τsτ) ◦ κ(s) ◦ ι. Now, since ζ
−1(f̂τ f̂sf̂τ )(τsτ) ∈ Iτsτ (κ) and
since s = sτsτ ∈ J ∩ Jτsτ , we obtain (f̂τ f̂sf̂τ f̂s)(τm′−2) = p ◦ κ(s) ◦ ζ
−1(f̂τ f̂sf̂τ )(τsτ) ◦ ι =
(f̂sf̂τ f̂sf̂τ )(τm′−2). On the other hand we have
(f̂τ f̂sf̂τ f̂s)(τm′−2) = (f̂τ f̂sf̂τ f̂s)(τsτs) =
∑
x∈G/J1
P
f̂τ (τx)(f̂sf̂τ f̂s)(x
−1sτs).
The support of x 7→ f̂τ (τx)(f̂sf̂τ f̂s)(x
−1sτs) is in (H1 ∩ Uα′)
τJ1P with α
′ = αm′,m′−1 by lemma
3.26. For every x ∈ (H1∩Uα′)
τ the elements xτ
−1
and (x−1)sτs are in H1∩U and so in the kernel
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of ηP . Then (f̂τ f̂sf̂τ f̂s)(τm′−2) = (f̂sf̂τ f̂sf̂τ )(τm′−2) is equal to δ(H
1
0,̟H
1
0) γ ◦ (f̂sf̂τ f̂s)(sτs) and
by lemma 3.28 it is also equal to δ(H10,̟H
1
0) ε(τ)ε(s)ε(τ)ε(s). Now, if α
′′ = αm′−2,m′−1 then
α′ /∈ Ψ+
α̂′′
∪Ψ−
α̂′′
and so we have (J1P )
sJ1P ∩ (J
1
P )
τ−1
m′−2J1P = J
1
P = (J
1
P)
τm′−2J1P ∩ (J
1
P )
sJ1P . Hence,
(f̂sf̂τ f̂sf̂τ f̂s)(sτsτs) is equal both to
f̂s(s) ◦ (f̂τ f̂sf̂τ f̂s)(τm′−2) = δ(H
1
0,̟H
1
0)δ(J
1
0,H
1
0)
−1/2ε(s)ε(τ)ε(s)ε(τ)ε(s)
and also to
(f̂sf̂τ f̂sf̂τ )(τm′−2) ◦ f̂s(s) = δ(H
1
0,̟H
1
0) δ(J
1
0,H
1
0)
−1/2ε(τ)ε(s)ε(τ)ε(s)2
= δ(H10,̟H
1
0) δ(J
1
0,H
1
0)
−1/2ε(τ)ε(s)ε(τ).
This implies ε(τ)ε(s)ε(τ)ε(s) = ε(s)ε(τ)ε(s)ε(τ) since both δ(H10,̟H
1
0) and δ
−1/2 are invertible
in R. We conclude that ε is a group homomorphism and it is clearly surjective.
Remark 3.31. For every w ∈W we have ε(w) = δ(J10,H
1
0)
ℓ(w)/2
p ◦ κ(w) ◦ ι.
Lemma 3.32. For every w˜ ∈ W˜ we have ε(w˜) ∈ Iw˜(ηP).
Proof. Since ηM is the restriction of ηP to the group J1M, we have ε(w) = δ(J
1
0,H
1
0)
ℓ(w)/2f̂w(w) ∈
Iw(ηM) for every w ∈ W and γ ∈ Iτm′−1(ηM). Then, since every w ∈ W and τm′−1 normalize
J1M, we have ε(w˜) ∈ Iw˜(ηM) for every w˜ ∈ W˜ and so ε(w˜) ∈ Iw˜(ηP) by lemma 3.10.
Lemma 3.33. For every τ ′, τ ′′ ∈∆, γ′ ∈ Iτ ′(ηP ) and γ′′ ∈ Iτ ′′(ηP ) we have γ′ ◦ γ′′ = γ′′ ◦ γ′.
Proof. We recall that Iτ (ηP ) is 1-dimensional for every τ ∈ ∆ and so there exist c′, c′′ ∈ R
such that γ′ = c′ε(τ ′) and γ′′ = c′′ε(τ ′′). We obtain γ′ ◦ γ′′ = c′c′′ε(τ ′) ◦ ε(τ ′′) = c′c′′ε(τ ′τ ′′) =
c′c′′ε(τ ′′τ ′) = γ′′ ◦ γ′.
3.7. The isomorphisms HR(G, ηP ) ∼= HR(B×,K1B)
In this paragraph we define elements f̂τi ∈ HR(G, ηP )J1
P
τiJ1P
for every i ∈ {0, . . . ,m′−1} and
we prove that f̂ω with ω ∈ Ω respect relations of lemma 3.14 obtaining an algebra homomorphism
from HR(B
×,K1B) to HR(G, ηP ).
For every i ∈ {0, . . . ,m′ − 1} we denote γi = ∂
(m′−i)(m′−i−1)/2ε(τi) where ∂ is the power of
p defined in remark 3.25. Then γi is an invertible element in Iτi(ηP ) and γm′−1 = γ.
Lemma 3.34. We have γi−1 ◦ γ
−1
i = ∂
m′−iε(τi−1τ
−1
i ) and γi =
∏m′
h=i+1 ∂
m′−hε(τi) for every
i ∈ {1, . . . ,m′ − 1}.
Proof. Since ((m′ − (i − 1))(m′ − (i − 1) − 1) − (m′ − i)(m′ − i − 1))/2 = m′ − i we have
γi−1 ◦ γ
−1
i = ∂
m′−iε(τi−1)ε(τi)
−1 = ∂m
′−iε(τi−1τ
−1
i ). The second statement is true because∑m′
h=i+1m
′ − h =
∑m′−i−1
j=0 j = (m
′ − i)(m′ − i− 1)/2.
For every i ∈ {0, . . . ,m′ − 1} we consider the function f̂τi ∈ HR(G, ηP )J1
P
τiJ1P
defined by
f̂τi(j1τij2) = ηP(j1) ◦ γi ◦ ηP(j2) for every j1, j2 ∈ J
1
P . We remark that in general f̂τi is not
invertible but since τ0 normalizes J
1
P the function f̂τ0 is invertible in HR(G, ηP ) with inverse
f̂τ−1
0
: τ−10 J
1
P → EndR(VM) defined by f̂τ−1
0
(τ−10 j) = γ
−1
0 ◦ ηP(j) for every j ∈ J
1
P .
Lemma 3.35. The map Θ′′ : Ω → HR(G, ηP ) given by fω 7→ f̂ω for every fω ∈ Ω is well-
defined.
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Proof. The map is well-defined on fk with k ∈ KB because Θ′ is a homomorphism and it is
well-defined on τi with i ∈ {0, . . . ,m
′ − 1} because K1BτiK
1
B = K
1
BτjK
1
B implies i = j.
Lemma 3.36. For every i, j ∈ {0, . . . ,m′ − 1} the function f̂τi f̂τj is in HR(G, ηP )J1
P
τiτjJ1P
and
(f̂τi f̂τj)(τiτj) = γi ◦ γj.
Proof. If i or j is 0 then it follows by lemma 3.9 since τ0 normalizes J1P . Otherwise, by lemma 3.19
the support of f̂τi f̂τj is in J
1
PτiJ
1
PτjJ
1
P = J
1
PτiτjJ
1
P and the support of x 7→ f̂τi(τix)f̂τj(x
−1τj)
is in (J1P )
τiJ1P ∩ (J
1
P )
τ−1j J1P = J
1
P . We obtain (f̂τi f̂τj )(τiτj) =
∑
x∈G/J1
P
f̂τi(τix)f̂τj (x
−1τj) =
f̂τi(τi) ◦ f̂τj(τj) = γi ◦ γj.
By lemmas 3.36 and 3.33 we obtain f̂τi f̂τj = f̂τj f̂τi for every i, j ∈ {0, . . . ,m
′ − 1}. So, if
P ⊂ {0, . . . ,m′ − 1} we denote by γP the composition of γi with i ∈ P , which is well-defined
by lemma 3.33, and by f̂τP the product of f̂τi with i ∈ P , which is well-defined because the f̂τi
commute. Furthermore, by lemma 3.19 we obtain that the support of f̂τP is J
1
PτPJ
1
P and by
lemma 3.36 we have f̂τP (τP ) = γP .
Lemma 3.37. We have f̂τi f̂x = f̂τixτ−1i
f̂τi for every i ∈ {0, . . . ,m
′−1} and every x ∈Mα̂i,i+1 =
KB ∩Mα̂i,i+1 if i 6= 0 or x ∈ KB if i = 0.
Proof. Since x normalizes J1 by lemma 3.9 the supports of f̂τi f̂x and of f̂τixτ−1i
f̂τi is in J
1
PτixJ
1
P
and (f̂τi f̂x)(τix) = p ◦ ζ
−1(f̂τi)(τi) ◦ κ(x) ◦ ι that is equal to p ◦ κ(τixτ
−1
i ) ◦ ζ
−1(f̂τi)(τi) ◦ ι =
(f̂τixτ−1i
f̂τi)(τix) because ζ
−1(f̂τi)(τi) ∈ Iτi(κ) and x ∈ J ∩ J
τi .
Lemma 3.38. Let i ∈ {1, . . . ,m′ − 1} and α ∈ Ψ+
α̂ii+1
. Then for every u ∈ Uα and u′ ∈ U−α
we have f̂uf̂τi = f̂τi and f̂τi f̂u′ = f̂τi .
Proof. The elements τ−1i uτi and τiu
′τ−1i are in K
1
B ⊂ J
1
P and so, since u and u
′ normalize J1,
by lemma 3.9 the supports of f̂uf̂τi and of f̂τi f̂u′ are in J
1
PuτiJ
1
P = J
1
PτiJ
1
P = J
1
Pτiu
′J1P . Now
since ζ−1(f̂τi)(τi) ∈ Iτi(η) = Iτi(κ) and u ∈ J ∩ J
τ−1i , by lemma 3.9 we have (f̂uf̂τi)(uτi) =
p◦κ(u)◦ζ−1(f̂τi)(τi)◦ ι = p◦ζ
−1(f̂τi)(τi)◦η(τ
−1
i uτi)◦ ι. By lemma 3.7 we obtain (f̂uf̂τi)(uτi) =
p ◦ ζ−1(f̂τi)(τi) ◦ ι ◦ ηP(τ
−1
i uτi) = f̂τi(τi) ◦ ηP(τ
−1
i uτi) = f̂τi(uτi). Similarly we have f̂τi(τiu
′) =
p ◦ ζ−1(f̂τi)(τi) ◦ κ(u
′) ◦ ι = p ◦ η(τiu
′τ−1i ) ◦ ζ
−1(f̂τi)(τi) ◦ ι = ηP(τiu
′τ−1i ) ◦ p ◦ ζ
−1(f̂τi)(τi) ◦ ι =
ηP(τiu
′τ−1i ) ◦ f̂τi(τi) = f̂τi(τiu
′).
We introduce some subgroup of G through its identification with GLm′(A(E)) in order to
find the support of f̂τP f̂wf̂τα f̂w−1. We recall that A(E) is the unique hereditary order normalized
by E× in A(E) and P(E) is its radical.
• Let Z be the set of matrices (zij) such that zii = 1, zij ∈ ̟
−1P(E) if i < j and zij = 0 if
i > j.
• Let V be the group (J1 ∩ wU−α̂ w
−1 ∩ U+
P̂
)wταw
−1
= Im′ +
∏
α′∈wΨ−
α̂
∩Φ+
P̂
(̟−1J1 ∩ Uα′) ⊂ Z.
We remark that it is different from V(w,α) defined by (3.2).
• Let I˜1 be the group of matrices (mij) such that mii ∈ 1 +P(E), mij ∈ A(E) if i < j and
mij ∈ P(E) if i > j.
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• Let W = W ⋉M be the subgroup of B× of monomial matrices with coefficients in O×D′ .
Then B× is the disjoint union of IB(1)wIB(1) with w ∈ W, where IB(1) = K
1U is the
pro-p-Iwahori subgroup of KB , i.e. the pro-p-radical of IB.
Lemma 3.39. We have J1PτPJ
1
Pwταw
−1J1P = J
1
PτQVJ
1
P .
Proof. We proceed similarly to the beginning of proof of lemma 3.26: we can prove that
J1Pwταw
−1J1P = (J
1
P ∩ wU
−
α̂ w
−1)wταw
−1J1P . Now we consider the decomposition of the group
(J1P ∩ wU
−
α̂ w
−1) into the product (J1P ∩ wU
−
α̂ w
−1 ∩ U−)(J1P ∩ wU
−
α̂ w
−1 ∩ U). By lemma 3.15
we have (J1P ∩ wU
−
α̂ w
−1 ∩ U−)τ
−1
P ⊂ J1P and by lemma 3.21 we have J
1
P ∩ wU
−
α̂ w
−1 ∩ U =
J1P ∩wU
−
α̂ w
−1 ∩ U+
P̂
.
Lemma 3.40. Let τ ∈∆. If z ∈ Z is such that I˜1τzI˜1 ∩W 6= ∅ then I˜1τzI˜1 ∩W = {τ}.
Proof. For every r ∈ {1, . . . ,m′} we denote ∆(r), Z(r), I˜
1
(r) andW(r) the subsets of GLr(A(E))
similar to those defined for GLm′(A(E)). We prove the statement of the lemma by induction
on r. If r = 1 we have ∆(1) = ̟
Z, Z(1) = {1}, I˜
1
(1) = 1 +P(E) and W(1) = ̟
Z and we have
(1+P(E))̟a(1+P(E))∩̟Z = ̟a(1+P(E))∩̟Z = {̟a} for every a ∈ Z. Now we suppose
the statement true for every r < m′. Let x, y ∈ I˜1 such that xτzy ∈W. We proceed by steps.
First step. We consider the decomposition I˜1 = (I˜1 ∩ U−)(I˜1 ∩ U)(I˜1 ∩ M) and we write
x = x1x2x3 with x1 ∈ I˜
1 ∩ U−, x2 ∈ I˜
1 ∩ U and x3 ∈ I˜
1 ∩M. Then we have
xτzy = x1τ
(
(τ−1x2τ)(τ
−1x3τ)z(τ
−1x−13 τ)
)
(τ−1x3τ)y.
We observe that τ−1x3τ is a diagonal matrix with coefficients in 1+P(E) and the conjugate of
z by this element is in Z. Moreover, τ−1x2τ is in I˜
1∩U and if we multiply it by an element of Z
we obtain another element of Z. If we set z1 = τ
−1x2x3τzτ
−1x−13 τ ∈ Z then I˜
1τzI˜1 = I˜1τz1I˜
1
and (I˜1 ∩ U−)τz1I˜
1 ∩W 6= ∅. Hence, we can suppose x ∈ I˜1 ∩ U−.
Second step. Let a1 ≤ · · · ≤ am′ ∈ N such that τ = diag(̟ai) and let s ∈ N∗ such that
a1 = · · · = as and a1 < as+1. We want to prove zij ∈ A(E) for every i ∈ {1, . . . , s} so we
assume the opposite and we look for a contradiction. Let v be the valuation on A(E) associated
to P(E) and let
b = min{v(̟a1zij) | 1 ≤ i ≤ s, 1 ≤ j ≤ m
′}
k = min{1 ≤ j ≤ m′ | there exists zij with 1 ≤ i ≤ s such that v(̟
a1zij) = b}.
Let 1 ≤ h ≤ s be such that v(̟a1zhk) = b. By hypothesis the element zhk is not in A(E) and
so h < k and
(a1 − 1)v(̟) < b < a1v(̟). (3.3)
We observe that for every i ∈ {1, . . . ,m′} and j > i we have v(̟aizij) ≥ b: if i ≤ s by definition
of b and if i > s because v(̟aizij) = aiv(̟)+v(zij) > (ai−1)v(̟) ≥ a1v(̟) > b. We consider
the coefficient at position (h, k) of xτzy which is equal to
m′∑
e=1
m′∑
f=1
xhe̟
aezefyfk =
h∑
e=1
m′∑
f=e
xhe̟
a1zefyfk.
since xhe = 0 if e > h and zef = 0 if f < e. Now,
• if e = h and f = k then v(xhh̟
a1zhkykk) = b because xhh = 1, and ykk ∈ 1 +P(E);
• if e = h and f < k then v(xhh̟
a1zhfyfk) > b by definition of k;
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• if e = h and f > k then v(xhh̟
a1zhfyfk) > b because yfk ∈ P(E);
• if e < h then v(xhe̟
a1zefyfk) > b because xhe ∈ P(E).
We obtain an element of valuation b. Then b must be a multiple of v(̟) because xτzy ∈ W
but this in contradiction with (3.3). Hence, zij ∈ A(E) for every i ∈ {1, . . . , s}. Now, we can
write z = z′z′′ with z′ii = 1, z
′
ij = zij if i ∈ {s + 1, . . . ,m
′} and j > i and z′ij = 0 otherwise
and z′′ii = 1, z
′′
ij = zij if i ∈ {1, . . . , s} and j > i and z
′′
ij = 0 otherwise. Then z
′′ ∈ I˜1 and so
I˜1τzI˜1 = I˜1τz′I˜1 and (I˜1 ∩ U−)τz′I˜1 ∩W 6= ∅. Then we can suppose z of the form
(
Is 0
0 zˆ
)
with
zˆ ∈ Z(m′−s).
Third step. We write x = x′x′′ with x′ii = 1, x
′
ij = xij if i ∈ {s + 1, . . . ,m
′} and j < i and
x′ij = 0 otherwise and x
′′
ii = 1, x
′′
ij = xij if i ∈ {1, . . . , s} and j < i and x
′′
ij = 0 otherwise.
Then τ−1x′′τ ∈ I˜1 and it commutes with z. Then we can suppose x of the form
(
Is 0
x′′′ xˆ
)
with
x′′′ ∈M(m′−s)×s(P(E)) and xˆ ∈ I˜
1
(m′−s).
Fourth step. Let τ =
(
̟a1Is 0
0 τˆ
)
with τˆ ∈ ∆(m′−s) and y =
( y1 y2
y3 yˆ
)
with y1 ∈ I˜
1
(s), y2 ∈
Ms×(m′−s)(A(E)), y3 ∈M(m′−s)×s(P(E)) and yˆ ∈ I˜
1
(m′−s). Then the product xτzy is(
Is 0
x′′′ xˆ
)(
̟a1Is 0
0 τˆ
)(
Is 0
0 zˆ
)(
y1 y2
y3 yˆ
)
=
(
̟a1y1 ̟
a1y2
t x′′′̟a1y2 + xˆτˆ zˆyˆ
)
where t = x′′′̟a1y1 + xˆτˆ zˆy3. Since xτzy is in W and since y1 is invertible then ̟
a1y1 must
be in W(s) and so ̟
a1y2 = t = 0. This implies y1 = I and so xτzy =
(
̟a1Is 0
0 xˆτˆ zˆyˆ
)
with
xˆτˆ zˆyˆ ∈W(m′−s). Now, since I˜
1
(m′−s)τˆ zˆI˜
1
(m′−s) ∩W(m′−s) 6= ∅, by inductive hypothesis we have
xˆτˆ zˆyˆ = τˆ and so xτzy = τ .
Lemma 3.41. We have J1PτPJ
1
Pwταw
−1J1P ∩ J
1
PB
×J1P = J
1
PτQ(U ∩ wU
−w−1)J1P .
Proof. By lemma 3.39 we have J1PτPJ
1
Pwταw
−1J1P = J
1
PτQVJ
1
P . Now, since J
1 ⊂ Mm′(P(E))
we have V ⊂ Z and J1P ⊂ I˜
1 and so we obtain
J1PτPJ
1
Pwταw
−1J1P ∩B
× ⊂ I˜1τQZ I˜1 ∩K
1
BUWUK
1
B = K
1
BU(I˜
1τQZ I˜1 ∩W)UK
1
B
(lemma 3.40) = K1BUτQUK
1
B = K
1
BτQUK
1
B .
This implies J1PτPJ
1
Pwταw
−1J1P ∩ B
× = J1PτQVJ
1
P ∩K
1
BτQUK
1
B . Let now v ∈ V be such that
J1PτQvJ
1
P ∩K
1
BτQUK
1
B 6= ∅. Then v ∈ τ
−1
Q J
1
PK
1
BτQUK
1
BJ
1
P ∩ V ⊂ τ
−1
Q J
1
PτQUJ
1
P ∩ U . Now U =
KB∩U ⊂ J∩P normalizes J
1
P and so v ∈ τ
−1
Q J
1
PτQJ
1
PU∩U which is in
(
τ−1Q (J
1
P∩U
−
Q̂
)τQJ
1
P∩U
)
U
by lemma 3.16. Hence, by lemma 3.18 we obtain v ∈ UJ1P ∩ V ⊂ UJ
1 ∩ V. By lemma 3.21 we
have U ∩ wU−w−1 = U+
P̂
∩ wU−α̂ w
−1 and proceeding similarly to proof of lemma 3.24 we can
prove U+
P̂
∩ wU−α̂ w
−1 ⊂ V. We obtain
UJ1 ∩ V = (U ∩ wU−w−1)(U ∩ wUw−1)J1 ∩ V = (U ∩ wU−w−1)
(
J1(U ∩ wUw−1) ∩ V
)
= (U ∩ wU−w−1)
(
J1(w−1Uw ∩ U) ∩ Vw
)w−1
By definition of V we have Vw = (J1P ∩wU
−
α̂ w
−1 ∩U+
P̂
)wτα ⊂ (U−α̂ )
τα ⊂ U− and then UJ1 ∩V ⊂
(U ∩wU−w−1)
(
J1U ∩U−
)w−1
that by remark 3.20 is equal to (U ∩wU−w−1)J1. We obtain v in
(U∩wU−w−1)J1∩UJ1P = (U∩wU
−w−1)(J1∩U)J1P ⊂ (U∩wU
−w−1)K1BJ
1
P = (U∩wU
−w−1)J1P .
Hence, we have J1τPJ
1
Pwταw
−1J1P ∩ J
1
PB
×J1P = J
1
PτQ(U ∩ wU
−w−1)J1P .
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Lemma 3.42. For every u ∈ U ∩ wU−w−1 we have
(f̂τP f̂wf̂τα f̂w−1)(τQu) = q
ℓ(w)d(w,α)δ(J10 ,H
1
0)
ℓ(w)γP ◦ p ◦κ(w) ◦ ι ◦ γi ◦ p ◦κ(w
−1) ◦ ι ◦ p ◦κ(u) ◦ ι.
Proof. By lemma 3.41 the support of f̂τP f̂wf̂τα f̂w−1 is contained in J
1
PτQ(U ∩ wU
−w−1)J1P .
Let u ∈ U ∩ wU−w−1. By lemma 3.21 we have U ∩ wU−w−1 = U+
P̂
∩ wU−α̂ w
−1, by lemma
3.38 we have f̂τα = f̂τα f̂w−1uw and by lemma 3.11 we have f̂w−1uwf̂w−1 = f̂w−1 f̂u. Since u is in
U = KB∩U ⊂ J∩P, it normalizes J
1
P and then by lemma 3.9 we obtain (f̂τP f̂wf˜τα f̂w−1)(τQu) =
(f̂τP f̂wf̂τα f̂w−1f̂u)(τQu) = (f̂τP f̂wf̂τα f̂w−1)(τQ) ◦ p ◦ κ(u) ◦ ι. It remains to calculate
(f̂τP f̂wf̂τα f̂w−1)(τQ) =
∑
x∈G/J1
P
f̂τP (τPx)(f̂wf̂τα f̂w−1)(x
−1wταw
−1).
By lemma 3.26 the support of function x 7→ f̂τP (τPx)(f̂wf̂τα f̂w−1)(x
−1wταw
−1) is in V(w,α)J1P .
Now, since for every x ∈ V(w,α) = (J1P∩wU
+
α̂ w
−1∩U−
P̂
)wτ
−1
α w
−1
we have (x−1)wταw
−1
∈ J1P∩U
−
and xτ
−1
P ∈ (J1P ∩ wU
+
α̂ w
−1 ∩ U−
P̂
)τ
−1
Q ⊂ (J1P ∩ U
−)τ
−1
Q which is in J1P ∩ U
− by lemma 3.15, then
(x−1)wταw
−1
and xτ
−1
P are in the kernel of ηP . We obtain
(f̂τP f̂wf̂τα f̂w−1)(τQ) = [V(w,α) : V(w,α) ∩H
1] f̂τP (τP ) ◦ (f̂wf̂τα f̂w−1)(wταw
−1)
(remark 3.25) = d(w,α)qℓ(w)f̂τP (τP ) ◦ (f̂wf̂τα f̂w−1)(wταw
−1)
(lemma 3.28) = d(w,α)qℓ(w)δ(J10,H
1
0)
ℓ(w)γP ◦ p ◦ κ(w) ◦ ι ◦ γi ◦ p ◦ κ(w
−1) ◦ ι
and so the result.
Lemma 3.43. We have γQ = d(w,α)δ(J10 ,H
1
0)
ℓ(w)γP ◦ p ◦ κ(w) ◦ ι ◦ γi ◦ p ◦ κ(w
−1) ◦ ι.
Proof. By definition of P (w,α) and Q(w,α) (see paragraph 3.4) we have τ−1P τQ = wτiw
−1 =∏m′
h=i+1 τ
−1
w(h)τw(h)−1 and so
γ−1P γQ =
m′∏
h=i+1
γ−1w(h)γw(h)−1
(lemma 3.34) =
m′∏
h=i+1
∂m
′−w(h)ε
(
τ−1
w(h)
τw(h)−1
)
=
( m′∏
h=i+1
∂m
′−w(h)
)
ε(wτiw
−1)
(lemma 3.34) =
( m′∏
h=i+1
∂m
′−w(h)
)( m′∏
h=i+1
∂h−m
′
)
ε(w) ◦ γi ◦ ε(w
−1)
(remark 3.31) =
( m′∏
h=i+1
∂m
′−w(h)
)( m′∏
h=i+1
∂h−m
′
)
δ(J10,H
1
0)
ℓ(w)
p ◦ κ(w) ◦ ι ◦ γi ◦ p ◦ κ(w
−1) ◦ ι
=
( m′∏
h=i+1
∂h−w(h)
)
δ(J10,H
1
0)
ℓ(w)
p ◦ κ(w) ◦ ι ◦ γi ◦ p ◦ κ(w
−1) ◦ ι.
It remains to prove d(w,α) =
∏m′
h=i+1 ∂
h−w(h). Since by remark 3.25 we have d(w,α) = ∂ℓ(w),
it is sufficient to prove
∑m′
h=i+1 h − w(h) = ℓ(w). We prove this statement by induction on
ℓ(w). If ℓ(w) = 1, since w is of minimal length in wWα̂, we have w = sα = (i, i + 1) and∑m′
h=i+1 h − w(h) = i + 1 − w(i + 1) +
∑m′
h=i+2 h − w(h) = i + 1 − i + 0 = 1. Let now w of
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length ℓ(w) = n > 1. By lemma 2.12 of [Chi17] there exists αjj+1 ∈ P and w
′ ∈ W of length
n − 1 such that w = sjw
′. Then w′ is of minimal length in w′Wα̂ and so we can use inductive
hypothesis. Moreover, by definition of P , there exist hˆ ∈ {i+1, . . . ,m′} such that j = w(hˆ) and
j + 1 6= w(h) for every h ∈ {i+ 1, . . . ,m′} and then w(h) = w′(h) for every h ∈ {i+ 1, . . . ,m′}
different from hˆ. We obtain
∑m′
h=i+1 h−w(h) =
∑
h 6=hˆ(h−w(h)) + hˆ−w
′(hˆ) +w′(hˆ)−w(hˆ) =∑
h 6=hˆ(h−w
′(h))+ hˆ−w′(hˆ)+(sj(j))− j =
∑m′
h=i+1 h−w
′(h)+ j+1− j = ℓ(w′)+1 = ℓ(w).
Lemma 3.44. We have f̂τP f̂wf̂τα f̂w−1 = q
ℓ(w)f̂τQ
∑
u f̂u where u describes a system of repre-
sentatives of (U ∩wU−w−1)K1/K1 in U ∩ wU−w−1.
Proof. By lemma 3.41 the support of f̂τP f̂wf̂τα f̂w−1 is contained in J
1
PτQ(U ∩ wU
−w−1)J1P .
For every u′ ∈ U ∩ wU−w−1, by lemmas 3.42 and 3.43 we have (f̂τP f̂wf̂τα f̂w−1)(τQu
′) =
qℓ(w)d(w,α)δ(J10 ,H
1
0)
ℓ(w)γP ◦ p ◦κ(w) ◦ ι ◦ γi ◦ p ◦κ(w
−1) ◦ ι ◦ p ◦κ(u′) ◦ ι = qℓ(w)γQ ◦ p ◦κ(u
′) ◦ ι.
To conclude we observe that
(
f̂τQ
∑
u f̂u
)
(τQu
′) = (f̂τQ f̂u′)(τQu
′) = γQ ◦ p ◦ κ(u
′) ◦ ι
Proposition 3.45. The map Θ′′ of lemma 3.35 respect relations of lemma 3.14.
Proof. By lemma 3.11 the map Θ′′ respects relation 1. By lemma 3.37 it respects relation 3 and
f̂τ−1
0
f̂k = f̂τ−1
0
kτ0
f̂τ−1
0
for every k ∈ KB and by lemmas 3.36 and 3.33 it respects relations 2 and
6. Moreover it respects relations 4 and 5 by lemma 3.38 and relation 7 by lemma 3.44.
Theorem 3.46. For every non-zero γ ∈ Iτm′−1(η) and every β-extension κ of η there exists an
algebra isomorphism Θγ,κ : HR(B×,K1B)→ HR(G, η).
Proof. By proposition 3.45 and by lemma 3.8 there exists an algebra homomorphism from
HR(B
×,K1B) to HR(G, η) which depends on the choice of a β-extension of η and of an element
in Iτm′−1(ηP ) which is isomorphic to Iτm′−1(η) by lemma 3.8. Let Ξ be a set of representatives
of K1B-double cosets of B
×. Then {fx | x ∈ Ξ} is a basis of HR(B
×,K1B) as R-vector space and,
since IG(η) = J
1B×J1 and dimR(Iy(η)) = 1 for every y ∈ IG(η), the set {Θγ,κ(fx) | x ∈ Ξ} is
a set of generators of HR(G, η) as R-vector space and so Θγ,κ is surjective. Moreover, the set
{Θγ,κ(fx) | x ∈ Ξ} is linearly independent and so Θγ,κ is also injective.
Remark 3.47. Let κ and κ′ be two β-extensions of η. By paragraph 2.1 there exists a character
χ of O×E trivial on 1 + ℘E such that κ
′ = κ ⊗ (χ ◦ NB/E). If we denote χ˜ = infl
E×
O×
E
χ ◦ NB/E ,
which is a character of B×, then Θ−1γ,κ ◦Θγ,κ′ maps fx to χ˜fx = χ˜(x)fx for every x ∈ B
×.
4. Semisimple types
Using notations of section 2, in this section we present the construction of semisimple types
of G with coefficients in R. We refer to sections 2.8-9 of [MS14b] for more details.
Let r ∈ N∗ and let (m1, . . . ,mr) be a family of strictly positive integers such that
∑r
i=1mi =
m. For every i ∈ {1, . . . , r} we fix a maximal simple type (Ji, λi) of GLmi(D) and a simple
stratum [Λi, ni, 0, βi] of Ai = Mmi(D) such that Ji = J(βi,Λi). Then, the centralizer Bi of
Ei = F [βi] in Ai is isomorphic to Mm′i(D
′
i) for a suitable Ei-division algebra D
′
i of reduced
degree d′i and a suitable m
′
i ∈ N
∗. Moreover, U(Λi) ∩B
×
i is a maximal compact open subgroup
of B×i that we identify with GLm′i(OD′i).
Let M be the standard Levi subgroup of G of block diagonal matrices of sizes m1, . . . ,mr.
The pair (JM , λM ) with JM =
∏r
i=1 Ji and λM =
⊗r
i=1 λi is called maximal simple type of M .
For every i ∈ {1, . . . , r} we fix a simple character θi ∈ CR(Λi, 0, βi) contained in λi and
we observe that this choice does not depend on the choice of the β-extension κi such that
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λi = κi ⊗ σi. Grouping θi according their endo-classes, we obtain a partition {1, . . . , r} =⊔l
j=1 Ij with l ∈ N
∗. Up to renumbering the (Ji, λi) we can suppose that there exist integers
0 = a0 < a1 < · · · < al = r such that we have Ij = {i ∈ N | aj−1 < i ≤ aj}. For every
j ∈ {1, . . . , l} we denote mj =
∑
i∈Ij
mi and m
′j =
∑
i∈Ij
m′i and we consider the standard Levi
subgroup L of G containing M of block diagonal matrices of sizes m1, . . . ,ml.
Let j ∈ {1, . . . , l}. We choose a simple stratum [Λj, nj , 0, βj ] of Mmj (D) as in paragraph
2.8 of [MS14b]. If we denote by Bj the centralizer of Ej = F [βj ] in Mmj (D), there exist a
Ej-division algebra D′j and an isomorphism that identifies Bj to Mm′j (D
′j) and U(Λj) ∩ Bj×
to a standard parabolic subgroup of GLm′j (OD′j ) associated to m
′
i with i ∈ Ij . We denote
by θj the transfer of θi with i ∈ Ij to CR(Λ
j , 0, βj) that does not depend on i and we fix
a β-extension κj of θj. In section 2.8 of [MS14b] are defined two compact open subgroups
Jj ⊂ J(βj ,Λj) and J1j ⊂ J
1(βj ,Λj) of G such that Jj/J
1
j
∼=
∏
i∈Ij
Ji/J
1
i , and representations
κj of Jj and ηj of J
1
j such that ind
J1(βj ,Λj)
J1j
ηj ∼= res
J(βj ,Λj)
J1(βj ,Λj)
κj , ind
J(βj ,Λj)
Jj
κj ∼= κ
j , Jj ∩M =∏
i∈Ij
Ji and res
Jj
Jj∩M
κj =
⊗
i∈Ij
κi where κi ∈ B(θi) for every i ∈ Ij . We denote ηi the
restriction of κi to J
1(βi,Λi) for every i ∈ Ij. We obtain a decomposition λi = κi ⊗ σi for
every i ∈ Ij where σi is a representation of Ji trivial on J
1
i . We denote σj the representation⊗
i∈Ij
σi viewed as a representation of Jj trivial on J
1
j and we set λj = κj ⊗ σj . Then (Jj ,λj)
is a cover of (
∏
i∈Ij
Ji,
⊗
i∈Ij
λi) (proposition 2.26 of [MS14b]), (Jj ,κj) is decomposed above
(
∏
i∈Ij
Ji,
⊗
i∈Ij
κi) and (J
1
j ,ηj) is a cover of (
∏
i∈Ij
J1i ,
⊗
i∈Ij
ηi) (proposition 2.27 of [MS14b]).
We set J1M =
∏r
i=1 J
1
i , κM =
⊗r
i=1 κi, ηM =
⊗r
i=1 ηi, JL =
∏l
j=1 Jj , J
1
L =
∏l
j=1 J
1
j ,
λL =
⊗l
j=1 λj, κL =
⊗l
j=1 κj, ηL =
⊗l
j=1 ηj and σL =
⊗l
j=1σj . By construction (JL,λL)
and (J1L,ηL) are covers of (JM , λM ) and (J
1
M , ηM ) respectively and (JL,κL) is decomposed
above (JM , κM ).
Proposition 2.28 of [MS14b] defines a cover (J,λ) of (JL,λL) and so of (JM , λM ), that
we call semisimple type of G. If the (Ji, λi) are maximal simple supertypes, we call (J,λ)
semisimple supertype of G. The semisimple type (J,λ) is associated to a stratum [Λ,n, 0,β] of
A, not necessarily simple (section 2.9 of [MS14b]). We denote by B the centralizer of β in A,
B×L = B
×∩L =
∏l
j=1B
j× and J1 = J∩U1(Λ). By propositions 2.30 and 2.31 of [MS14b] there
exists a unique pair (J1,η) decomposed above (J1L,ηL) and so above (J
1
M , ηM ). Its intertwining
set is IG(η) = JB
×
LJ and for every y ∈ B
×
L the R-vector space Iy(η) is 1-dimensional. We also
have the isomorphisms
J/J1 ∼= JL/J
1
L
∼=
r∏
i=1
Ji/J
1
i
∼=
r∏
i=1
GLm′i(kD′i).
We can identify σL to an irreducible representation σ of J trivial on J
1. By proposition 2.33 of
[MS14b] there exists a unique pair (J,κ) decomposed above (JL,κL) and so above (JM , κM ).
Moreover, we have η = resJ
J1
κ, λ = κ ⊗ σ and IG(κ) = JB
×
LJ. We denote M the finite group∏r
i=1GLm′i(kD′i). Then we can identify σ to a cuspidal (supercuspidal if (J,λ) is a semisimple
supertype) representation of M .
Remark 4.1. The choice of β-extensions κj ∈ B(θj) for every j ∈ {1, . . . , l} determines κi ∈ B(θi)
for every i ∈ {1, . . . , r}, κj for every j ∈ {1, . . . , l}, κL and κ and so the decompositions
λi = κi ⊗ σi, λj = κj ⊗ σj and λ = κ⊗ σ.
4.1. The representation ηmax
In this paragraph we associate to every semisimple supertype (J,λ) of G an irreducible
projective representation ηmax of a compact open subgroup of G and we prove that the alge-
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bra HR(G,ηmax) is isomorphic to HR(B
×
L ,K
1
L) where K
1
L is the pro-p-radical of the maximal
compact open subgroup of B×L .
For every j ∈ {1, . . . , l} we choose a simple stratum [Λmax,j , nmax,j , 0, β
j ] of Mmj (D) such
that U(Λmax,j)∩B
j× is a maximal compact open subgroup of Bj× containing U(Λj)∩Bj× as in
paragraph 6.2 of [SS16]. Then we can identify U(Λmax,j) ∩ B
j× to GLm′j (OD′j ). Let Jmax,j =
J(βj ,Λmax,j) and J
1
max,j = J
1(βj ,Λmax,j). We can also choose θmax,j ∈ CR(Λmax,j , 0, β
j) such
that its transfer to CR(Λ
j , 0, βj) is θj. We fix a β-extension κmax,j of θmax,j and we denote
ηmax,j its restriction to J
1
max,j . By (5.2) of [SS16], there exists a unique κ
j ∈ B(θj) such that
ind
(U(Λj)∩B
j×)U1(Λj)
J(βj ,Λj)
κj ∼= ind
(U(Λj)∩Bj×)U1(Λj)
(U(Λj)∩Bj×)J1max,j
κmax,j (4.1)
and so by remark 4.1 the choice of κmax,j determines κj. We denote Jmax =
∏l
j=1 Jmax,j ,
J1max =
∏l
j=1 J
1
max,j , κmax =
⊗l
j=1 κmax,j , ηmax =
⊗l
j=1 ηmax,j , KL =
∏l
j=1 U(Λmax,j) ∩ B
j×
and K1L =
∏l
j=1 U1(Λmax,j)∩B
j×. If we denote G the finite group
∏l
j=1GLm′j (kD′j ), we obtain
Jmax/J
1
max
∼= KL/K
1
L
∼= G and (M ,σ) is a supercuspidal pair of G .
As before in this section, by propositions 2.30, 2.31 and 2.33 of [MS14b] we can define two
compact open subgroups Jmax and J
1
max of G such that Jmax/J
1
max
∼= Jmax/J
1
max
∼= G and pairs
(Jmax,κmax) and (J
1
max,ηmax) decomposed above (Jmax, κmax) and (J
1
max, ηmax) respectively.
Then we have IG(κmax) = IG(ηmax) = JmaxB
×
LJmax and the R-vector spaces Iy(ηmax) and
Iy(κmax) have dimension 1 for every y ∈ B
×
L .
Remark 4.2. Since for every j ∈ {1, . . . , l} the choice of κmax,j ∈ B(θmax,j) determine κj, the
choice of κmax determine κ and κmax and so the decomposition λ = κ⊗σ. On the other hand
ηmax, the group G and the conjugacy class of M are uniquely determined by the semisimple
supertype (J,λ), independently by the choice of κmax or of κ.
Proposition 4.3. The algebras HR(G,ηmax) and
⊗l
j=1 HR(GLmj (D), ηmax,j) are isomorphic.
Proof. By lemma 2.4, proposition 2.5 of [Gui13] and lemma 1.3 there exists an algebra isomor-
phism
⊗l
j=1 HR(GLmj (D), ηmax,j) → HR(L, ηmax). Now, since IG(ηmax) ⊂ JmaxLJmax the
subalgebra HR(JmaxLJmax,ηmax) of HR(G,ηmax) of functions with support in JmaxLJmax is
equal to HR(G,ηmax) and so by sections II.6-8 of [Vig98] there exists an algebra isomorphism
HR(L, ηmax)→ HR(G,ηmax) which preserves the support.
Corollary 4.4. The R-algebras HR(B
×
L ,K
1
L) and HR(G,ηmax) are isomorphic.
Proof. By remark 1.5 of [Chi17] (see also theorem 6.3 of [Kri90]) we have HR(B
×
L ,K
1
L)
∼=⊗l
j=1 HR(B
j×, U1(Λmax,j)∩B
j×) and by theorem 3.46 we have HR(B
j×, U1(Λmax,j)∩B
j×) ∼=
HR(GLmj (D), ηmax,j) for every j ∈ {1, . . . , l}.
Remark 4.5. By theorem 3.46 the isomorphism of corollary 4.4 depends on the choice of a
β-extension κmax,j of ηmax,j and of an intertwining element of ηmax,j for every j ∈ {1, . . . , l}.
Using proposition 4.3, the tensor product of these intertwining elements becomes an intertwining
element of ηmax.
Remark 4.6. The procedure that associates ηmax to (J,λ) depends on several non-canonical
choices, for example the choice of the isomorphism B×L →
∏
GLm′j (D
′j). To obtain a canonical
correspondence, we denote Θi the endo-class of θi with i ∈ {1, . . . , r} and we canonically asso-
ciate to (J,λ) the formal sum Θ(J,λ) = Θ =
∑r
i=1
mid
[Ei:F ]
Θi. Furthermore, the group G and
the G -conjugacy class of M depend only on (J,λ) and actually the group G depends only on
Θ because m′j [kD′j : kEj ] =
mjd
[Ej :F ]
=
∑
i∈Ij
mid
[Ei:F ]
which is the coefficient of Θi in Θ. We refer
to paragraph 6.3 of [SS16] for more details.
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5. The category equivalence R(G,ηmax) ≃ R(B
×
L , K
1
L)
Using notations of section 4, in this section we prove that there exists an equivalence of
categories between R(G,ηmax) and R(B
×
L ,K
1
L). This allows to reduce the description of a
positive-level block of RR(G) to the description of a level-0 block of RR(B
×
L ).
5.1. The category R(J,λ)
In this paragraph we associate to a semisimple supertype (J,λ) of G a subcategory of RR(G).
We refer to [SS16] for more details.
From now on we fix an extension κmax of ηmax to Jmax, as in paragraph 4.1. This uniquely
determines a decomposition λ = κ ⊗ σ where κ is an irreducible representation of J and σ
is a supercuspidal representation of M viewed as an irreducible representation of J trivial on
J1. We consider the functor Kκmax : RR(G) → R(Jmax/J
1
max) = RR(G ) given by Kκmax(π) =
HomJ1max(ηmax, π) for every representation π of G with Jmax that acts on Kκmax(π) by
x.ϕ = π(x) ◦ ϕ ◦ κmax(x)
−1 (5.1)
for every x ∈ Jmax. We denote π(κmax) this representation of G . We remark that if V1 and
V2 are representations of G and φ ∈ HomG(V1, V2) then Kκmax(φ) maps ϕ to φ ◦ ϕ for every
ϕ ∈ HomG(ρ, V1). To more details on this functor see section 5 of [MS14b] and [SS16].
We recall that we have σ =
⊗r
i=1 σi where σi is a supercuspidal representation of GLm′i(kD′i).
We denote ΓM =
∏l
j=1Gal(kD′j/kEj )
|Ij |. The equivalence class of (M ,σ) (see definition 1.14
of [SS16]) is the set, denoted by [M ,σ], of supercuspidal pairs (M ′,σ′) of G such that there
exists ǫ ∈ ΓM such that (M
′,σ′) is G -conjugated to (M ,σǫ).
Let Θ = Θ(J,λ). For every representation V of G let V [Θ,σ] be the subrepresentation
of V generated by the maximal subspace of Kκmax(V ) such that every irreducible subquotient
has supercuspidal support in [M ,σ] and let V [Θ] be the subrepresentation of V generated by
Kκmax(V ) (see paragraph 9.1 of [SS16]).
Definition 5.1. Let R(J,λ) be the full subcategory of RR(G) of representations V such that
V = V [Θ,σ]. This does not depend on the choice of κmax (see paragraph 10.1 of [SS16]).
Remark 5.2. For every representation V of G we have V [Θ,σ][Θ,σ] = V [Θ,σ] (see lemma 9.1
of [SS16]) and so V [Θ,σ] is an object of R(J,λ).
We call equivalence class of (J,λ) the set [J,λ] of semisimple supertypes (J˜, λ˜) of G such
that indG
J˜
(λ˜) ∼= indGJ (λ).
Theorem 5.3. The category R(J,λ) depends only on the class [J,λ] and it is a block of RR(G).
Proof. It follows by propositions 10.2 and 10.5 and theorem 10.4 of [SS16].
Remark 5.4. The proof in [SS16] of theorem 5.3 use the notions of inertial class of a supercuspidal
pair of G and the notion of supercuspidal support (see 1.1.3, 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 of [MS14a]). These
notions are very important in the study of representations of GLm(D) but in this article they
are not used explicitly.
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5.2. The category equivalence
Let (J,λ) be a semisimple supertype of G and let Θ = Θ(J,λ) be the formal sum of endo-
classes associated to it. In general there exist several semisimple supertypes of G associated to
Θ. We denote X = XΘ = {[J
′,λ′] |Θ(J′,λ′) = Θ}. In this paragraph we prove that the sum⊕
[J′,λ′]∈XR(J
′,λ′) is equivalent to the level-0 subcategory of RR(B
×
L ).
Let Y = YΘ be the set of equivalence classes of supercuspidal pairs of G , that is uniquely
determined by Θ by remark 4.6. Let κmax be a fixed extension of ηmax to Jmax as in paragraph
4.1 and let K = Kκmax . By proposition 10.6 of [SS16] there exists a bijection
φκmax : X→ Y (5.2)
given by φκmax([J
′,λ′]) = [M ,σ] if the supercuspidal supports of irreducible subquotients of
K(V ) are in [M ,σ] for every (or equivalently for one) object V of R(J′,λ′). This is equivalent
to say that there exists κ as in section 4 (which depends on κmax) such that λ
′ = κ⊗ σ′ with
(M ,σ′) ∈ [M ,σ].
Proposition 5.5 (Corollary 9.4 of [SS16]). For every representation V of G we have
V [Θ] =
⊕
[M ′,σ′]∈Y
V [Θ,σ′]. (5.3)
Proposition 5.6 (Lemma 10.3 of [SS16]). If [J′,λ′] ∈ X and W is a simple object of R(J′,λ′)
then K(W ) 6= 0.
Since J1max has a pro-order invertible in R
×, the representation ηmax is projective and so we
can use notations and results of section 1.2. We have defined the functor
Mηmax : RR(G)→ Mod−HR(G,ηmax)
by Mηmax(V ) = HomG(ind
G
J1max
(ηmax), V ) and Mηmax(φ) : ϕ 7→ ϕ ◦ φ for every representations
V and V1 of G, φ ∈ HomG(V, V1) and ϕ ∈ HomG(ind
G
J1max
(ηmax), V ).
Remark 5.7. Frobenius reciprocity induces a natural isomorphism between the functor Mηmax
composed with forget-functor Mod −HR(G,ηmax) → ModR and the functor Kκmax composed
with the forget-functor RR(G )→ ModR. This implies that for every representation V of G the
subrepresentation V [Θ] of V is the subrepresentation V [ηmax] defined in paragraph 1.2.
We have also defined the full subcategories Rηmax(G) and R(G,ηmax) of RR(G). We recall that
R(G,ηmax) is the category of V such that V = V [Θ] and Rηmax(G) is the category of V such
that Mηmax(V
′) 6= 0 for every irreducible subquotient V ′ of V .
Lemma 5.8. We have R(G,ηmax) = Rηmax(G).
Proof. Thanks to remark 1.8 it is sufficient to prove R(G,ηmax) ⊂ Rηmax(G). Let V be a
representation in R(G,ηmax). By proposition 5.5 we have V =
⊕
Y
V [Θ,σ′] and by remark 5.2
the representation V [Θ,σ′] is an object of R(J′,λ′) where [J′,λ′] = φ−1κmax([M ,σ
′]) ∈ X. Hence,
we obtain the inclusion R(G,ηmax) ⊂
⊕
X
R(J′,λ′). Let now W be an object of
⊕
X
R(J′,λ′)
and W ′ an irreducible subquotient of W . Then W ′ is an irreducible object of R(J′,λ′) for a
[J′,λ′] ∈ X and so by proposition 5.6 we have Kκmax(W ) 6= 0. Therefore, by remark 5.7 we
have Mηmax(W
′) 6= 0 which implies
⊕
X
R(J,λ′) ⊂ Rηmax(G).
Remark 5.9. We have proved that R(G,ηmax) = Rηmax(G) =
⊕
[J,λ]∈XR(J,λ). Moreover, by
proposition 1.7, a representation V of G is in this category if and only if it verifies one of the
following equivalent conditions: V = V [Θ], for every subquotient Z of V we have Z = Z[Θ], for
every irreducible subquotient U of V we have Mηmax(U) 6= 0 or for every non-zero subquotient
W of V we have Mηmax(W ) 6= 0.
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Theorem 5.10. The functor Mηmax is an equivalence of categories between R(G,ηmax) and
Mod−HR(G,ηmax).
Proof. We apply theorem 1.9 with G = G and σ = ηmax.
Remark 5.11. We recall that a level-0 representation of B×L is a representation generated by its
K1L-invariant vectors. It is equivalent to say that all irreducible subquotients have non-zero K
1
L-
invariant vectors (see section 3 of [Chi17]). The category R(B×L ,K
1
L) is called level-0 subcategory
of RR(B
×
L ). By section 3 of [Chi17] and theorem 1.9, the K
1
L-invariant functor invK1L
induces
an equivalence of categories between R(B×L ,K
1
L) and Mod −HR(B
×
L ,K
1
L) whose quasi-inverse
is W 7→ W ⊗
HR(B
×
L
,K1
L
) ind
B×
L
K1
L
(1). We recall that if (̺, Z) is a representation of B×L then the
action of Φ ∈ HR(B
×
L ,K
1
L) on z ∈ Z
K1L is given by z.Φ =
∑
x∈K1
L
\B×
L
Φ(x)̺(x−1)z.
Corollary 5.12. There exists an equivalence of categories between R(G,ηmax) and R(B
×
L ,K
1
L).
Proof. By corollary 4.4 the algebras HR(B
×
L ,K
1
L) and HR(G,ηmax) are isomorphic. We obtain
an equivalence of categories between Mod − HR(G,ηmax) and Mod − HR(B
×
L ,K
1
L) and so
between R(G,ηmax) and R(B
×
L ,K
1
L) by theorem 5.10 and remark 5.11.
Now we want to describe the functor that induces this equivalence of categories. We recall
that we have fixed an isomorphism B×L
∼=
∏
GLm′j (D
′j) and an extension κmax of ηmax. We
also fix a non-zero intertwining element γ of ηmax as in remark 4.5. By corollary 4.4 we have an
isomorphism Θγ,κmax : HR(B
×
L ,K
1
L)→ HR(G,ηmax) which induces an equivalence of categories
Θ∗γ,κmax : Mod−HR(G,ηmax)→ Mod−HR(B
×
L ,K
1
L). We obtain the diagram
R(G,ηmax)
Corollary 5.12 //
Mηmax

R(B×L ,K
1
L)
Mod−HR(G,ηmax)
Θ∗γ,κmax // Mod−HR(B
×
L ,K
1
L).
Remark 5.11
OO
(5.4)
The functor Mηmax : R(G,ηmax) → Mod − HR(G,ηmax) is an equivalence of categories
by theorem 5.10. By lemma 1.3 the right action of HR(G,ηmax) on Mηmax(V ) is given by
(m.Ψ)(f) = m(Ψ ∗ f) for every m ∈Mηmax(V ), Ψ ∈ HR(G,ηmax) and f ∈ ind
G
J1max
(ηmax). The
right action of Φ ∈ HR(B
×
L ,K
1
L) on a HR(G,ηmax)-module N is given by N.Φ = N.Θγ,κmax(Φ).
By remark 5.11 the functor W 7→ W ⊗
HR(B
×
L
,K1
L
) ind
B×
L
K1
L
(1) is a category equivalence between
Mod−HR(B
×
L ,K
1
L) and R(B
×
L ,K
1
L) where, by lemma 1.3, the left action of Φ ∈ HR(B
×
L ,K
1
L)
on f ∈ ind
B×
L
K1
L
(1) is given by Φ.f = Φ ∗ f . Moreover, the left action of x ∈ B×L on w ⊗ f ∈
W ⊗
HR(B
×
L
,K1
L
) ind
B×
L
K1
L
(1) is given by x.(w ⊗ f) = w ⊗ (x.f).
Composing these three functors we obtain the equivalence of categories of corollary 5.12
which we denote Fγ,κmax and that is given by
Fγ,κmax(π, V ) =Mηmax(π, V )⊗HR(B×L ,K1L)
ind
B×
L
K1
L
(1K1
L
) (5.5)
for every (π, V ) in R(G,ηmax), where the right action of Φ ∈ HR(B
×
L ,K
1
L) onm ∈Mηmax(π, V )
is given by (m.Φ)(f) = m(Θγ,κmax(Φ) ∗ f) for every f ∈ ind
G
J1max
(ηmax). We remark that if V1
and V2 are in R(G,ηmax) and φ ∈ HomG(V1, V2) then Fγ,κmax(φ) maps m ⊗ f to (φ ◦m) ⊗ f
for every m ∈Mηmax(V1) and f ∈ ind
B×
L
K1
L
(1K1
L
).
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5.3. Correspondence between blocks
In this paragraph we discuss the correspondence among blocks of R(B×L ,K
1
L) and those of
R(G,ηmax) induced by the equivalence of categories Fγ,κmax defined in (5.5).
We consider the functor KKL : R(B
×
L ,K
1
L) → RR(KL/K
1
L) = RR(G ) given by KKL(Z) =
ZK
1
L and KKL(φ) = φ|ZK
1
L
for every representations (̺, Z) and (̺1, Z1) of B
×
L and every φ ∈
HomB×
L
(Z,Z1), where x ∈ KL acts on z ∈ Z
K1
L by x.z = ̺(x)z. It is the functor presented in
paragraph 5.1 when we replace G by B×L and κmax by trivial representation of KL. We also
consider the functor H : Mod − HR(B
×
L ,K
1
L) → RR(KL/K
1
L) given by H(W ) = (̺
′,W ) and
H(φ) = φ for every HR(B
×
L ,K
1
L)-modules W and W1 and every φ ∈ HomHR(B×L ,K1L)
(W,W1),
where ̺′(k)w = w.fk−1 for every k ∈ KL and w ∈W .
Remark 5.13. The functor KKL is the composition of invK1L (see remark 5.11) and the functor
H. Actually if (̺, Z) is an object of R(B×L ,K
1
L) then H(invK1L
(Z)) = H(ZK
1
L) = (̺′, ZK
1
L)
where ̺′(k)z = z.fk−1 =
∑
x∈K1
L
\B×
L
fk−1(x)̺(x
−1)z = ̺(k)z for every z ∈ ZK
1
L and k ∈ KL.
We obtain the diagram
R(G,ηmax)
Fγ,κmax //
Θ∗γ,κmax◦Mηmax
**
Kκmax
((
R(B×L ,K
1
L)
inv
K1
Luu
KKL
vv
Mod−HR(B
×
L ,K
1
L)
H

RR(G )
(5.6)
Proposition 5.14. There exists a natural isomorphism between KKL ◦ Fγ,κmax and Kκmax .
Proof. By remark 5.13 we have KKL ◦ Fγ,κmax = H ◦ invK1L ◦ Fγ,κmax and by diagram (5.4)
we have a natural isomorphism between invK1
L
◦ Fγ,κmax and Θ
∗
γ,κmax ◦Mηmax so it is suffi-
cient to find a natural isomorphism Z : H ◦ Θ∗γ,κmax ◦Mηmax → Kκmax . For every object
(π, V ) of R(G,ηmax), let ZV : Mηmax(V ) → Kκmax(V ) be the isomorphism of R-modules
given by remark 5.7. The action of x ∈ KL/K
1
L
∼= G on m ∈ Mηmax(π, V ) is given by
x.m = m.Θγ,κmax(fx−1) = m.f˜x−1 where f˜x−1 ∈ HR(G,ηmax) has support x
−1J1max and
f˜x−1(x
−1) = κmax(x
−1) while the action of x ∈ Jmax/J
1
max
∼= G on ϕ ∈ Kκmax(V ) is given
by (5.1). We have to prove that ZV (x.m) = x.ZV (m) for every m ∈ Mηmax(π, V ) and x ∈ G .
We recall that in paragraph 1.1 we have defined elements iv : J
1
max → Vηmax with v ∈ Vηmax ,
which generate indG
J1max
(ηmax) as representation of G, such that m(iv) = ZV (m)(v). Then for
every v ∈ Vηmax we have ZV (x.m)(v) = (x.m)(iv) = (m.f˜x−1)(iv) = m(f˜x−1 ∗ iv). The sup-
port of f˜x−1 ∗ iv is J
1
maxx
−1 and (f˜x−1 ∗ iv)(x
−1) = f˜x−1(x
−1)v = κmax(x
−1)v. Hence, we
obtain ZV (x.m)(v) = m(x.iκmax(x−1)v) = π(x)
(
m(iκmax(x−1)v)
)
= π(x)
(
ZV (m)(κmax(x
−1)v)
)
=
(x.ZV (m))(v). Now, let V1 and V2 be two objects of R(G,ηmax) and let φ ∈ HomG(V1, V2). Then
for every m ∈Mηmax(V1) and every v ∈ Vηmax we have ZV2
(
H(Θ∗γ,κmax(Mηmax(φ)))(m)
)
(v) =
ZV2(φ◦m)(v) which is equal to (φ◦m)(iv) by Frobenius reciprocity. On the other hand we have
Kκmax(φ)(ZV1(m))(v) = φ(ZV1(m)(v)) which is equal to φ(m(iv)) by Frobenius reciprocity. This
shows that Z is a natural isomorphism.
Now we look for a block decomposition of R(B×L ,K
1
L). Let [M ,σ] ∈ Y. Then M =∏l
j=1 Mj and σ =
⊗l
j=1σj where Mj
∼= Jj/J
1
j and [Mj ,σj ] is class of supercuspidal pairs of
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GLm′j (kD′j ). For every j ∈ {1, . . . , l}, replacing G by B
j× and κmax by the trivial character of
U(Λmax,j)∩B
j× in definition 5.1, we obtain an abelian full subcategory R(U(Λmax,j)∩B
j×,σj)
of RR(B
j×) whose objects are representations Vj of B
j× generated by the maximal subspace of
V
U1(Λmax,j)∩Bj×
j for which every irreducible subquotient has supercuspidal support in [Mj ,σj ].
We obtain a full subcategory R(KL,σ) of RR(B
×
L ) (and of R(B
×
L ,K
1
L)) whose objects are
representations V of B×L generated by the maximal subspace of V
K1L such that every irreducible
subquotient has supercuspidal support in [M ,σ]. Theorem 5.3 and remark 5.9 give a block
decomposition of R(Bj×, U1(Λmax,j) ∩ B
j×) for every j ∈ {1, . . . , l} and so we obtain a block
decomposition
R(B×L ,K
1
L) =
⊕
[M ,σ]∈Y
R(KL,σ).
We recall that we have a block decomposition R(G,ηmax) =
⊕
[J,λ]∈XR(J,λ) by remark 5.9
and a bijection φκmax : X→ Y defined in (5.2) which depends on the choice of κmax.
Theorem 5.15. Let [J,λ] ∈ X and [M ,σ] = φκmax([J,λ]) ∈ Y. Then Fγ,κmax induces
an equivalence of categories between the block R(J,λ) of RR(G) and the block R(KL,σ) of
RR(B
×
L ).
Proof. If V is an object of R(J,λ), by proposition 5.14 there exists an isomorphism of rep-
resentations of G between KKL(Fγ,κmax(V )) and Kκmax(V ). Then irreducible subquotients of
(Fγ,κmax(V ))
K1
L have supercuspidal support in [M ,σ] and so Fγ,κmax(V ) is in R(KL,σ).
We remark that this correspondence does not depend on the choice of the intertwining
element γ of ηmax.
5.4. Dependence on the choice of κmax
In this paragraph we discuss the dependence of results of paragraphs 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 on the
choice of the extension of ηmax to Jmax.
Let (J,λ) be a semisimple supertype of G. We have just seen in remark 4.6 that the group G
depends only onΘ(J,λ) and by remark 4.6 and theorem 5.3 the G -conjugacy class of M and the
category R(J,λ) do not depend on the choice of the extension of ηmax to Jmax. Moreover, the
sum (5.3) does not depend on this choice because a different one permutes the terms V [Θ,σ′]
in V [Θ]. Then V [Θ], the equalities R(G,ηmax) = Rηmax(G) =
⊕
[J,λ]∈XR(J,λ) and the
equivalence of theorem 5.10 do not depend on the choice of the extension of ηmax.
Let γ be a fixed non-zero intertwining element of ηmax as in remark 4.5. Using notation of
paragraph 4.1, let κmax and κ
′
max be two extensions of ηmax to Jmax and let κmax =
⊗l
j=1 κmax,j
and κ′max =
⊗l
j=1 κ
′
max,j be the restrictions to Jmax of κmax and κ
′
max respectively. Then, for
every j ∈ {1, . . . , l}, κmax,j and κ
′
max,j are β-extensions of θmax,j and so by paragraph 2.1 there
exists a character χj of O
×
Ej
trivial on 1 + ℘Ej such that κ
′
max,j = κmax,j ⊗ (χj ◦NBj/Ej ). Let
χ and χ be the character
⊗l
j=1(χj ◦NBj/Ej) viewed as characters of Jmax trivial on J
1
max and
of G respectively and let χ˜ =
⊗l
j=1
((
infl
(Ej)×
O×
Ej
χj
)
◦NBj/Ej
)
viewed as a character of B×L .
We consider the functors X˜ : R(B×L ,K
1
L)→ R(B
×
L ,K
1
L) and X : RR(G )→ RR(G ) given by
X˜(̺) = ̺⊗ χ˜−1, X˜(φ˜) = φ˜, X(τ) = τ ⊗ χ−1 and X(φ) = φ for every ̺, ̺1 in R(B
×
L ,K
1
L), every
φ˜ ∈ HomB×
L
(̺, ̺1), every representations τ and τ1 of G and every φ ∈ HomG (τ, τ1). We consider
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the following diagram.
R(B×L ,K
1
L)
KKL //
X˜

RR(G )
X

R(G,ηmax)
Fγ,κmax
gg❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖
Fγ,κ′max
ww♦♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦ K
κ
′
max
&&▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼
Kκmax
88qqqqqqqqqqq
R(B×L ,K
1
L)
KKL // RR(G ).
(5.7)
Lemma 5.16. We have Kκ′max = X◦Kκmax and so for every representation (π, V ) in R(G,ηmax)
we have π(κ′max) = π(κmax)⊗ χ
−1.
Proof. The space ofKκ′max(V ) and of X(Kκmax(V )) isHomJ1max(ηmax, V ). Let ϕ in this space and
x ∈ Jmax. Let Q be the standard parabolic subgroup of G with Levi component L, let N be the
unipotent radical of Q such that Q = LN and let N− be the unipotent radical opposite to N . We
choose x1 ∈ Jmax∩N
−, x2 ∈ Jmax and x3 ∈ Jmax∩N such that x = x1x2x3. Since (κmax,Jmax)
and (κ′max,Jmax) are decomposed above (κmax, Jmax) and (κ
′
max, Jmax) respectively, we obtain
π(κ′max)(x)(ϕ) = π(x) ◦ϕ ◦κ
′
max(x
−1) = π(x) ◦ϕ ◦ κ′max(x
−1
2 ) = π(x) ◦ϕ ◦ κmax(x
−1
2 )χ(x
−1
2 ) =
π(κmax)(x)(ϕ)χ(x2)
−1. Since Jmax ∩N = J
1
max ∩ N and Jmax ∩ N
− = J1max ∩ N
− we obtain
χ(x2)
−1 = χ(x)−1. Now, let V1 and V2 be two objects of R(G,ηmax) and let φ ∈ HomG(V1, V2).
Then for every ϕ ∈ HomJ1max(ηmax, V1) we have Kκ′max(φ)(ϕ) = φ ◦ ϕ = X(Kκmax(φ))(ϕ).
Lemma 5.17. We have KKL ◦ X˜ = X ◦KKL.
Proof. Let (̺, Z) be in R(B×L ,K
1
L). The space of KKL(X˜(Z)) and of X(KKL(Z)) is Z
K1L . Let x ∈
KL and let x the projection of x inKL/K
1
L
∼= G . For every z ∈ ZK
1
L we have KKL(X˜(̺))(x)(z) =
χ˜(x−1)̺(x)v while X(KKL(̺))(x)(z) = χ(x
−1)̺(x)v. Now, let Z1 and Z2 be two objects of
R(B×L ,K
1
L) and let φ ∈ HomB×
L
(Z1, Z2). Then we have KKL(X˜(φ)) = φ
|Z
K1
L
1
= X(KKL(φ)).
We remark that by proposition 5.14, lemma 5.16 and lemma 5.17, the functor KKL ◦Fγ,κ′max
is naturally isomorphic to Kκ′max which is equal to X ◦ Kκmax which is naturally isomorphic to
X ◦KKL ◦Fγ,κmax which is equal to KKL ◦ X˜ ◦Fγ,κmax .
Proposition 5.18. There exists a natural isomorphism between Fγ,κ′max and X˜ ◦Fγ,κmax.
Proof. For every object (π, V ) in R(G,ηmax), the space of Fγ,κ′max(V ) and of X˜(Fγ,κmax(V )) is
Mηmax(V ) ⊗HR(B×L ,K1L)
ind
B×
L
K1
L
(1K1
L
). If m ∈ Mηmax(V ) and f ∈ ind
B×
L
K1
L
(1K1
L
), in the first case
the right action of Φ ∈ HR(B
×
L ,K
1
L) on m and the left action of x ∈ B
×
L on m ⊗ f are given
by m ⋆′ Φ = m.Θγ,κ′max(Φ) and x ⋄
′ (m⊗ f) = m⊗ x.f while in the second case they are given
by m ⋆ Φ = m.Θγ,κmax(Φ) and x ⋄ (m⊗ f) = χ˜(x
−1)m⊗ x.f . Let ZV be the R-automorphism
of Mηmax(V ) ⊗HR(B×L ,K1L)
ind
B×
L
K1
L
(1K1
L
) that maps m ⊗ f to m ⊗ χ˜f for every m ∈ Mηmax(V )
and f ∈ ind
B×
L
K1
L
(1K1
L
). By remark 3.47 we have m ⋆′ Φ = m ⋆ χ˜Φ and then ZV (m ⋆
′ Φ ⊗ f) =
(m⋆′ Φ)⊗ (χ˜f) = (m⋆ χ˜Φ)⊗ (χ˜f) = m⊗ ((χ˜Φ) ∗ (χ˜f)) = m⊗ χ˜(Φ ∗ f) = ZV (m⊗ (Φ ∗ f)) and
so ZV is well-defined. Moreover, for every x ∈ B
×
L we have ZV (x ⋄
′ (m ⊗ f)) = m ⊗ χ˜(x.f) =
χ˜(x−1)m ⊗ x.(χ˜f) = x ⋄ ZV (m ⊗ f) and so ZV is an isomorphism of representations of B
×
L .
Now, let V1 and V2 be two objects of R(G,ηmax) and let φ ∈ HomG(V1, V2). Then for every
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m ∈ Mηmax(V1) and f ∈ ind
B×
L
K1
L
(1K1
L
) we have ZV2(Fγ,κ′max(φ)(m ⊗ f)) = ZV2((φ ◦m) ⊗ f) =
(φ ◦m)⊗ χ˜f = X˜(Fγ,κmax(φ))(m⊗ χ˜f) = X˜(Fγ,κmax(φ))(ZV1(m⊗ f)).
By remark 4.2, the representations κmax and κ
′
max determine two decompositions λ = κ⊗σ
and λ = κ′ ⊗ σ′ where σ and σ′ are supercuspidal representations of M viewed as irreducible
representations of JL trivial on J
1
L. Hence, the bijection φκ′max ◦ φ
−1
κmax permutes the elements
of Y and it maps [M ,σ] to [M ,σ′]. Let κL and κ
′
L be the restrictions to JL of κ and κ
′
respectively. By (4.1) and by (2.20) of [MS14b] for every j ∈ {1, . . . , l} we have κ′L = κL ⊗ χ
and so σ′ = σ ⊗ χ−1.
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